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ABSTRACT 

Studies of the mechanisms and energetics of a variety ion-molecule reactions 

involving organometallic and organic ions, have been performed using Fourier 

transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTMS). 

The bond activation processes ofV+, VO+, VOH+, and VOCHt with water and 

methanol were investigated in detail. All ions are observed to preferentially activate 

the C-O bond in methanol, however C-H and O-H bond cleavage are also observed. 

The addition of the oxo, hydroxo, and methoxo ligands is found to significantly effect 

the intrinsic reactivity of the ions, relative to V+. 

The reactions of V(CO)s with a wide variety of molecules have revealed 

mechanistic details of the oxidative addition and ligand switching reactions. Steric 

effects are proposed to account for the selective reactivity of V(CO)s with alcohols 

and amines. Studies of ligand substitution reactions support an electron transfer 

initiated mechanism, implying that V(CO)s has a triplet ground state and a trigonal 

bipyramidal structure. The chlorine atom transfer reactions of V(CO)s with 

chloromethanes display a correlation with C-CI bond strength, suggesting the 

mechanism is initiated by oxidative addition of the C-C1 bond or involves a direct 

chlorine atom transfer. 

The decomposition of metallocarboxylate anions ([M(CO)x_l C02n was studied 

in an effort to understand the production of CO2 by metal carbonyl compounds, 

proposed as intermediates in the Water-Gas shift reaction. The nascent 
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[M(CO)x_1C02j"*, formed by nucleophilic addition of 0-' to M(CO)x (M=Pe, Cr, V), 

is observed to undergo exclusive loss of CO2 without subsequent decomposition of 

the product metal carbonyl anion (M(CO)';_l.) 

The reaction of P AHs with 0-' and 0i were studied, to investigate the potential 

of isomer differentiation by chemical ionization. These reactions are characterized 

by a number of reactive pathways, demonstrating the ability to distinguish isomers 

which cannot be differentiated by other ionization techniques. 

Kinetic energy release measurements of the SN2 reactions of P- with CH3CI, 

C6HsCI, and CH3COCI have been made using KEICR. The P-/CH3CI reaction 

results in a non-statistical energy disposal. The reaction is proposed to proceed by 

a direct mechanism. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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The predictability of a chemical reaction is one of the ultimate goals of chemistry. 

In the broadest sense, such a problem can be attacked theoretically through detailed 

calculations or experimentally by investigation and characterization of a large number 

of reactions. Any predictions, whether based on theory or experiment, must then be 

validated or rejected through experimental investigation. As the cycle continues and 

our understanding of chemical reactions improves, we can formulate periodic trends 

and postulate mechanisms. However, due to the diversity of chemical conditions and 

systems, our predictive ability is still limited. For this reason, researchers must still 

focus on relatively simple systems. This is especially true for those involving 

transition metal containing species, because of the complexity of these systems. 

One area which has received increasing attention over the past few decades is 

that of gas phase ion-molecule reactions[1.1]. At very low pressures, the mechanisms 

and thermochemistry of highly reactive ions, small molecular fragments and radical 

ions can be studied in detail in a very controlled environment. These highly reactive 

species cannot typically be studied under condensed phase conditions. Under the 

very low pressure conditions in the mass spectrometer, the intrinsic reactivity of these 

ions can be investigated because solvent and counter-ion effects are eliminated. Ion 

chemistry also plays an important role in atmospheric and interstellar chemistry, and 

laboratory studies are useful for modeling these complex systems. Ions also play an 
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important role in many analytical chemistry techniques, including chemical ionization 

mass spectrometry (CIMS)[1.2], atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry 

(API-MS)[1.3], and ion mobility spectrometry (IMS)[l.4]. An understanding of the 

underlying mechanistic principles of gas phase ion chemistry can enhance the utility 

of many of these techniques and aid in further development. Finally, many 

techniques have been developed for the study of ion chemistry which are extremely 

sensitive and allow control over reactant kinetic and internal energy, isotopic and 

elemental composition, and probing of product composition and energy state 

distribu tion. 

Mass spectrometry has played a key role in the development of this chemistry, 

due to powerful ion manipulation and sensitive ion detection capabilities. 

Experimentally, it is much easier to manipulate ions than neutrals, providing precise 

control over the reaction conditions. A number of mass spectral techniques have 

been developed to sensitively probe different aspects of ion-molecule reactions[1.5]. 

Most commonly employed are beam or sector instruments, triple quadrupole 

instruments, flow tube systems, and quadrupole and ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) 

ion traps[1.6,1.7]. Sector instruments are frequently used in the analysis of 

metastable ions. Measurement of the kinetic energy release upon decomposition 

allows determination of energy partitioning, and can be used to draw mechanistic and 

structural conclusions. Additionally, by using the high resolution capabilities of these 

sector instruments, ions of equivalent (integral) m/z can often be differentiated by 

accurate mass measurements and the isotopic composition determined. Triple 
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quadrupole instruments are frequently used for characterization of relatively 

uncomplicated ion-molecule reactions. The first quadrupole is used for ion selection, 

the second for reaction or collision induced decomposition (CID), and the third to 

monitor product ions. These instruments are somewhat limited by their resolution 

and upper mass limit, however, their adaptability for a variety of ion sources and 

relative low cost make them popular instruments. Flow tube systems, e.g., flowing 

afterglow (FA) and selected ion flow tube (SIFT), are characteristically the best 

method for kinetic measurements of ion-molecule reactions due to the superior ion 

thermalization capability. One major drawback for these instruments is that complex 

reaction sequences cannot be studied. The ion trap instruments, both quadrupole 

and ICR, have the distinct advantages of multiple ion isolation/ejection events and 

variable reaction times. The capability of sequential ion isolation/ejection permits the 

investigation of complex reaction sequences and the production and reaction of 

unique ions which cannot be directly generated. Because the ions are spatially 

trapped, the duration of the ion-molecule interaction can be controlled, permitting 

the investigation of reaction kinetics over a large range of rate constants (10-9-<10-13 

cm3 molecule-I sec-I). Ion traps are additionally capable of very high resolution and 

are easily adapted to incorporate multiple methods of ion formation. A major 

distinction between these two techniques originates from the manner in which ions 

are trapped. The quadrupole ion trap must continually accelerate the ions, resulting 

in non-thermal kinetic energies, while for the ICR, trapping is electrostatic in nature, 

allowing for collisional thermalization. Th~ ion-molecule reactions described in this 
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dissertation were performed using a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass 

spectrometer, and a detailed description of the instrument and theory are given in 

Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 presents our investigation of the bond activation processes of small 

vanadium cation fragments with water and methanol. An understanding of bond 

activation and the associated periodic trends is important in understanding catalytic 

and synthetic processes. In this chapter the effects of various ligands on the 

activation of O-H bonds in CH30H and H20 by small organometallic fragments is 

studied. The catalytic activation of O-H bonds in these small molecules is of current 

interest. 

Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 discuss studies of the reactivity of metal carbonyl anion 

complexes. Gas phase studies of metal complex ions are of interest because of the 

considerable amount of condensed phase research (fundamental and synthetic), and 

the relationship to a number of catalytic cycles. Additionally, gas phase metal 

complex ions are often better models for the condensed phase analogs than in the 

atomic ion systems, because of the structural similarity within the coordination sphere 

of the metal. Experimentally, metal carbonyls are almost ideal for gas phase studies 

because of their relatively high vapor pressures (for metal complexes) and the ease 

of which both positive and negative ions of varying degrees of saturation can be 

formed. A wide variety of reactions have been investigated by a number of 

researchers, including oxidative addition, ligand displacement, nucleophilic 

substitution, and clustering reactions. The oxidative addition reactions of metal 
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complex ions are generally more selective than their atomic counterparts, and the 

effects of coordination can be studied. Chapter 4 describes the selective reactivity 

of V(CO)s with alcohols and amines. Ligand displacement reactions allow 

determination of relative metal-ligand thermochemistry. Recently, however, studies 

of these reactions have shown that binding energy is not always the determining 

factor in ligand displacement, and different mechanisms have been elucidated. An 

electron transfer initiated mechanism for the ligand displacement reactions of 

V(CO)s is presented in Chapter 5, while Chapter 6 describes the mechanism involved 

in chlorine atom transfer reactions with V(CO)s. Gas phase nucleophilic substitution 

reactions are often of synthetic interest, to understand the function of metal 

complexes in condensed phase reactions. As with ligand displacement reactions, 

novel metal complexes can be formed for further study. The formation and 

decomposition of metallocarboxylate ions [M(CO)x_lC02r, possible intermediates in 

the Water-Gas shift reaction, are presented in Chapter 7. 

In Chapter 8, the kinetic and mechanistic details of the reactions of 0-' and 02' 

with substituted aromatic systems, and the application of these reactions to chemical 

ionization mass spectrometry are presented. While methane chemical ionization is 

well known as a soft ionization technique for GC/MS analysis, it is relatively 

insensitive to analyte characteristics. By detailed investigation of the intrinsic 

reactivity of various ions with the analyte( s) of interest, methods of selective chemical 

ionization can be developed. Such methods are useful in analytical situations where 

other methods of separation are difficult or not possible, e.g., structural isomers. 
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Finally, in Chapter 9 a study of the energy disposal in the nucleophilic 

displacement reactions of F- with some chlorinated organic molecules is presented. 

An understanding of the effects of reactant translational and internal energy, and a 

knowledge of the partitioning of exothermicity into product internal and translational 

modes is essential to understanding transition state structure and dynamics of a 

chemical reaction. In this chapter the translational energy release in SN2 at saturated 

carbon centers and acyls, and in nucleophilic aromatic substitution is used to probe 

the detailed mechanism for these reactions. 



CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL 
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All experiments described in this dissertation were performed using Fourier 

transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS), hereafter 

referred to as FTMS. 

2.1 FfMS DESCRIPTION: 

Ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry[2.1] played a major role in early ion

molecule reaction studies. In 1974, Comisarow and Marshall developed FTMS[2.2] 

as an improvement to conventional ICR. As the interest in FTMS has grown, there 

has been a steady increase in the number of publications, as shown by the number 

of recent reviews in theoretical[2.3] and applied[2.4,2.5] areas. 

Briefly, FTMS is based on the ability to measure the induced current (abundance) 

and frequency (mass) of ions trapped in an electromagnetic "box" (Figure 2.1). This 

box is placed in a magnetic field, which constrains the ions into a circular orbit 

(cyclotron motion) perpendicular to the field, therefore trapping them radially. Axial 

trapping (parallel to the magnetic field) is achieved by the application of a static 

electric field on (TRAP) plates normal to the magnetic field. The application of an 

rf frequency to (EXCITE) plates, equal to the cyclotron frequency, causes the ions 

to form an ion packet and orbit in a coherent motion. This ion packet induces an 

alternating current in the (RECEIVE) plates as they oscillate. The current is 
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converted to a voltage, amplified, digitized, and stored in computer memory. A 

Fourier transform is performed on this time-domain response (the free induction 

decay or FID), giving a frequency-domain signal, see Figure 2.2. The mass spectrum 

is calculated from the frequency/mass relationship given in equation 2.3. Because of 

the broadband detection capability of FfMS, analysis times are drastically reduced 

over sequential ion monitoring techniques. An important consequence of this is the 

ability to signal average, resulting in increased SIN (Felgett's advantage )[2.6]. 

Additionally, because all ions are detected (imaged), there is a throughput advantage 

over sequential ion monitoring techniques. 
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2.2 THEORY OF FTMS: 

To fully understand the technique of FfMS we need to look at the theory in 

... 
more detail[2.3e]. An ion moving through a static magnetic field (B) is subject to the 

Lorentz force given by equation 2.1, where m is ion mass, q is charge, and v is 

dV -+ 
Force = mass x acceleration = m- = qV x B 

dt 
(Eq 2.1) 

velocity. It is the Lorentz force that acts to constrain the ion into a circular orbit 

perpendicular to the magnetic field (qv x 13 = qvBo)' Substituting the angular 

acceleration, dv/dt=v'2/r, into Eq. 2.1 gives equation 2.2. Using the angular velocity, 

w =v/r, we obtain an equation relating the cyclotron frequency and mass (actually 

mass to charge or m/z, where a charge of + 1 is assumed), equation 2.3. Note that 

(Eq 2.2) 

mcuv = qvBo or (Eq 2.3) 

the experimentally measured cyclotron frequency is Vc (in Hz), where vc=wJ2:n:. 

Typical cyclotron frequencies (v c) are in the Khz to Mhz range for the mass range 

of common interest (a few to 1000+ amu) and the magnetic fields employed (0.5-7T). 

In order to detect this cyclotron motion we must do two things. First, we must 

limit the motion parallel to the magnetic field, which is otherwise unconstrained. 

This is done by applying a potential equal in sign to the charge of the ion, with a 
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magnitude of a few volts, to the trap plates. Second, we need to force the ions to 

move coherently (in phase). Initial cyclotron motion is isotropic around the circular 

orbit, preventing an induced current across the cell. The application of an rf 

frequency equal to ve causes the ions to resonate with the applied frequency, forming 

an ion packet with spatially coherent motion. This excitation process also increases 

the orbital radius which is initially -mm and much less than the trap dimensions. 

Because the ions orbit closer to the detect plates, there is a corresponding increase 

in the induced current. 

The amount of energy absorbed by the ions is a function of the rf power 

(excitation voltage (Eo) and the time (t) that Eo is applied), equations 2.4 and 2.5. 

E2 2t oq 
Eion(instantaneous) = qE(t)·v = --

4m 

t 

E, .. (Total) = J E, .. (inst.)dt = 
o 

(Eq 2.4) 

(Eq 2.5) 

The final radius can be estimated by equation 2.6, for the ideal case, by assuming all 

absorbed energy becomes kinetic (Vzmy2=EioiTotal), substituting v=wer and we= 

qBJm). In general, for a frequency sweep excitation, covering the experimental 

(Eq 2.6) 
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range for v
C

' Eo-1O-15 V/cm (depending upon trapping cell dimensions) and t is a 

few p,s. 

If the ion is excited strongly enough, the radius can become equivalent to the cell 

dimensions. Once an ion hits a cell plate it is neutralized and effectively ejected from 

the cell. This ability to easily eject ions is one of the advantages of ICR 

techniques[2.7]. By utilizing sequential, selective ion ejection, MS/MS or (MS)n can 

be performed without the need for additional mass selectors. 

The excitation event is usually done, as in our lab, by rapidly scanning the 

appropriate frequencies, to cover all ions of interest, across the excite plates (Chirp 

excitation)[2.3e]. The ideal requirement to excite all frequencies with the same 

power and more importantly to perform very selective ion ejection, led to the 

development of SWIFT (Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier Transform) excitation by 

Marshall and coworkers[2.8]. A drawback of SWIFT is that every desired excitation 

waveform needs to be calculated (inverse FT) and that an arbitrary waveform 

generator is necessary. Due to its advantages however, SWIFT has become very 

popular and is now commercially available. McIver and coworkers have developed 

Impulse excitation [2.9] as another alternative to Chirp excitation. This method 

incorporates a short (-Ip,s) high voltage spike (+ 150V to one excite plate, -150 to 

the other). It can be shown that all ions are accelerated to the same final radius 

regardless of mass or charge[2.9c]. 

Realistically, ion motion is more complex than simple cyclotron motion, due to 

the non-ideal (radial) electric fields within the cell. This problem arises from the 
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effect of the grounded excite and receive plates on the trapping potential. The 

resultant force on the ions is a combination of the Lorentz force (inward) and an 

opposing outward electric force, as expressed by equation 2.7. Using w=v/r and 

solving the resulting quadratic equation for w, we find the existence of two natural 

frequencies, equations 2.8a,b. Wo is the corrected cyclotron frequency and wM is 

(Eq 2.7) 

(Eq 2.8a) 

c..> = qBo - Vq2B; - 4mqEo 
M 2m 

(Eq 2.8b) 

called the Magnetron frequency. (Note that these are ideal equations and do not 

account for cell geometry and size (reference 2.3d), contact potentials, space charge, 

and field inhomogeneities). The magnetron motion is the precession of the ions 

about equipotential lines of the trapping field. Wo is greater than wM because the 

magnetic field causing the cyclotron motion is stronger than the electric field creating 

the magnetron motion. Additionally, because the ions will have some velocity 

component parallel to the magnetic field, but are trapped in the harmonic potential 

well of the trap plates, a trapping motion results. This frequency is found to be given 

by equation 2.9, where a is an axial geometry factor (equation 2.10)[2.10], d is the 

trap plate separation, and V T is the applied voltage. Once again, Wo is much larger 



« = E E [ (-l)m+1I8(2m+l)2 1 
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(Eq 2.9) 

(Eq 2.10) 

than roT due to the difference between the electric and magnetic field magnitudes 

respectively. 

These three types of ion motion can couple together[2.11) causing experimental 

difficulties. The non-ideal electric fields and coulomb forces result in non-linear 

mass-to-charge and ion abundance-to-signal magnitude measurements, peak 

broadening and shifting, and axial ion ejection. These problems can have a 

significant effect on high-resolution and quantitative experiments. A simple method 

to decrease the electric field effects is by axial (z-axis) elongation of the cell[2.1O), 

which was used in all experiments described in this dissertation (except for the V+ / 

ROH reactions; Chapter 3). The resulting "linearization" of the trapping field is a 

function of the aspect ratio of the cell (length-to-width ratio). An elongated cell 

(aspect ratio 2.67:1) was used in some of the experiments described in this 

dissertation. Additionally, promising results to minimize these effects have been 

obtained by constructing shimmed[2.12) and screened[2.13) cells. The shimmed cell 

is designed to eliminate z-axis ejection by creating more ideal electric fields. The 
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screened cell enhances resolution, mass accuracy, and reproducibility by creating a 

more ideal (non-harmonic) trapping potential well. 

FfMS is characteristically a pulsed technique, which makes it ideal for studying 

ion-molecule reactions. Each step or event in the analysis is sequential in time, 

allowing MS/MS or (Ms)n to easily be performed. The cell is cleared of existing ions 

prior to the beginning of each experiment (Quench), ions are then formed via 

electron impact or laser desorption, allowed to coIlisionally cool (5ms-1s), ion 

isolation is performed (ms), followed by a reaction delay (ms-min), excitation (ms), 

and detection (ms) (Figure 2.3). More complex reaction schemes can be created by 

incorporating additional reaction and isolation events. Through investigation of 

daughter ion reactions and the use of double resonance ejection[2.14], a detailed 

analysis of complex reaction mechanisms can be performed. 
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2.3 ION FORMATION: 

The formation of ions can be accomplished by many methods[2.15] including 

electron impact ionization (EI)[2.16], laser desorption/ionization (LDI)[2.17], 

chemical ionization (CI)[2.18], fast atom bombardment (FAB) [2. 19], plasma 

desorption (PD )[2.20], secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)[2.21], electrospray 

ionization (ESI)[2.22], and multiphoton ionization (MPI)[2.22]. Only EI, CI, and 

LDI were used in the experiments described in this dissertation. Note that in CI, the 

ion performing the chemical ionization (CHs+' NH/, 0-·, etc.) is initially formed by 

EI or is a product an of EI initiated reaction. F AB requires a pulsed/gated heavy 

neutral beam; PD, SIMS, and ESI are necessarily external ion sources when used 

with FTMS; and MPI requires pulsed UV or visible radiation for ionization. 

2.3.1 Electron Impact Ionization: 

Electron impact ionization can be used to produce both positive and negative 

ions. The final charge on the ion is dependent upon the electron energy and the 

properties of the molecule. The physical process of EI is described in detail in 

reference 16a. A positive ion is formed when a relatively high energy electron 

(generally >20eV) is scattered by a neutral molecule. Because the electron traverses 

the molecular dimension faster than a vibrational period «10-14s), the molecule 

becomes highly electronically excited and is ionized, reaction 2.1a. Quite often the 

excitation energy couples into vibrational modes, fragmenting the nascent ion into a 

smaller ion and one or more neutral species, reaction 2.1b. Even for small molecules 
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there is usually more than one fragmentation channel available. The pathway and 

extent of fragmentation is a function of the electron energy used for ionization. 

(Rxn 2.1a) 

(Rxn 2.1b) 

Because of these characteristics, (positive) EI is the most common method of 

ionization used for qualitative (mass spectral) chemical analysis. A number of 

databases have been developed, all of which are based on 70eV EI, and are 

constantly being updated. 

For the case of negative ions, the ionization method is referred to as electron 

capture, reaction 2.2a. If the molecule fragments upon ionization, reaction 2.2b, the 

process is termed dissociative electron capture. Negative ions are typically formed 

XY + e- ----+ X- + Y 

(Rxn 2.2a) 

(Rxn 2.2b) 

by low energy electrons. Most of the negative ions discussed in this dissertation (0-', 

reaction 2.3[2.24], F, reaction 2.4[2.25], M(CO)~_I' reaction 2.5[2.26]) are formed 

directly by dissociative electron capture. The formation of the metal carbonyl anions 

(reaction 2.5) is exothermic with kinetically thermal electrons (M=Fe, dHRXN= 

-14±10 kcal mol-I; M=Cr, dHRXN =-15±5 kcal mol-I; M=V, dHRXN =-5±15 kcal 

motl ). Therefore, small increases in the electron energy can be used to form 
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(Rxn 2.3) 

(Rxn 2.4) 

(Rxn 2.5) 

more unsaturated anions (e.g., M(CO)~_2' M(CO)~_3)' In the case of 0i', direct 

electron capture cannot be used because the low pressures employed in FTMS 

prohibit collisional cooling of the nascent (Oi)·, (EA(02) =9.2 kcal mol-I). Therefore 

a three step reaction sequence involving electron transfer is used, reaction 2.6a-c. An 

N. 0 + e- ----+ 0-' + N. 2 2 

0-' + N. 0 ----+ NO- + NO' 2 

NO- + 0 ---.... 0-' + NO' 2 2 

(Rxn 2.6a) 

(Rxn 2.6b) 

(Rxn 2.6c) 

important consideration when forming negative ions by EI is the possibility of trapped 

electrons. Any electrons remaining in the cell after the reaction sequence has started 

can continue to form reactant ions, perturbing kinetic studies. It is necessary to 

incorporate a delay to allow all electrons to react or to physically eject them from the 

cell. Both methods have been used in our lab, including a suspended trapping 

method for electron ejection[2.27]. 
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2.3.2 Laser Desorption/Ionization: 

In some cases the desired ion cannot be formed by EI due to the low volatility 

of the precursor molecule. The production of ions from high-power laser irradiation 

of a surface (> 106W cm-2) has been known for quite some time[2.28]. Research over 

the past decade has seen numerous FfMS studies of LDI generated metal ions and 

clusters, large polymers, and biomolecules[2.29]. 

The physical process of laser desorption and the resultant ionization is still not 

well understood, and a number of models are proposed[2.30]. Although the 

mechanism cannot be fully theoretically explained, the resulting process can be 

summarized. The absorption of the laser radiation results in excitation of the surface 

species (vibrational or electronic, depending upon the wavelength). This very rapid 

heating vaporizes the sample, a fraction of which is ionized. Variation of the pulse 

energy (or duration of CW irradiation) affects both the degree of ionization (single 

or multiple) and the velocity of the desorbed ions (a few eV to 100's eV)[2.3l]. 

The application of LDI has greatly enhanced our ability to study large molecules 

and metal containing species. Specifically, matrix assisted laser desorption has grown 

rapidly over the past few years because of its utility for biological molecules. As an 

ion source for ion-molecule reaction studies there are a couple of problems. First, 

because of the energetically intense nature of the desorption process, many of the 

ions are formed in excited states. Second, pulse-to-pulse reproducibility is poor 

(presumably a surface phenomenon), requiring signal averaging ability. However, 

LDI has allowed the production of unique ions that cannot be generated by other 
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means, for structural and thermodynamic studies. In this dissertation LDI was used 

to form atomic transition metal ions to study their reactivity and bonding 

characteristics. 
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2.4 LABORATORY FfMS SYSTEM: 

The Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer in our 

laboratory is controlled by a Nicolet FTMS 2000 data station[2.32]. The magnetic 

field is supplied by a Varian VHF 7200 10" electromagnet (2" pole spacing), with the 

field regulated with a Hall probe by a Varian dynaspec series V-7700 power supply. 

The maximum field is 1.2T at 60A current. Thinner pole faces were machined, by 

the Chemistry department machine shop, to allow the use of a 6" (outside) diameter 

vacuum chamber. This configuration has a maximum field of 0.68T at 60A. 

2.4.1 Computer System: 

The Nicolet FTMS 2000 is built around the Nicolet 1280 computer (20 bit word, 

14 bit ADC). Excitation is performed by Chirp excitation, nominally 10kHz-

2.667MHz at 3.2kHz/,us. The maximum excitation voltage is 40V (20V pp on each 

channel/plate ). The combination of the magnetic field strength and excitation 

bandwidth limits the mass range to approximately 5-500 amu. The computer is 

capable of collecting 1k to 256k data points per spectrum (in powers of 2). 

Experimentally either 16k, 32k, or 64k were obtained, using 2 zero-fills for the 

Fourier transform. The acquired data (FID) is apodized with a Blackman-Harris 

function, equation 2.11, where f(t) is the apodized signal, D(t) is the experimental 

time-domain signal (FID), O<t<T, and T is the total acquisition time [see ref 2.3e]. 

j(t) = D(t)[0.42423 + O.49755cos( 1tt) + O.07922cos(21tt)] 
T T 

(Eq 2.11) 
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Non-apodized spectra can be acquired, however all experiments in this dissertation 

used the above apodization function. 

2.4.2 Vacuum System: 

The vacuum system used for the majority of the experiments described in this 

dissertation is shown in Figure 2.4. The main chamber, back feed-through flange, 

window flange, 6-way cross, bellows tubing, bellows valves, and couplings were 

purchased from MDC. The reagent inlets include three variable leak valves, Varian 

951-5106, and a General Valve Corp. Series 9-28 pulsed valve (0.8mm orifice). The 

main chamber is pumped by a 6" Alcatel Crystal 100 diffstak diffusion pump (300L/s), 

backed by an Alcatel 2004A rough pump (90L/min). The inlet system is pumped by 

a CVC PMC-2 2" diffusion pump (105Us) and two Welch 1504 DuoSeal rough 

pumps. Pressure in the chamber is monitored by a Bayard-Alpert electron filament, 

controlled by a Granville-Phillips 271 ion gauge. Base pressure in the chamber is 

-lx1O-9 torr. 

2.4.3 Trapping Cell Construction: 

The trapping cells were constructed· in our laboratory. Two cells of different 

geometry were used in the 6" chamber. An elongated cell of dimensions 2.15" 

between trap plates 0.75" between excite and receive plates (a=0.027[2.10], Vo= 

0.97VT[2.33]) was initially made to improve electric field characteristics[2.1O]. A 

large cell of dimensions 2.75 I x1.375 I x1.375" (a=0.186, Vo=0.89VT) is used for 
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increased ion capacity and reduced space-charge effects in laser desorption and 

photochemistry experiments. The frames for both cells were machined from Macor, 

in the department machine shop. All cell plates are oxygen-free hard copper 

(OFRC) plates. For laser desorption and photochemistry the excite plates (vertical 

alignment) are replaced by tungsten screens of -80% transmittance (Unique Wire 

Weaving Co.). Metal targets (for LDI) or a mirror (for photochemistry) are mounted 

on the back screen outside the cell. The filament for EI is a tungsten ribbon; 0.7mm 

wide, 0.04mm thick. The collector and grid are cut from a molybdenum sheet O.lmm 

thick. The filament, collector, and grid are mounted on a separate Macor frame. 

For the smaller chamber a 1 "xl "xl" cell was designed and constructed. The frame is 

Macor and the plates are 304 Stainless steel, tungsten screens can also be used. The 

filaments (dual design), collector(s), and grid(s) are as above. 

2.4.4 Laser System: 

Two laser systems are available in this laboratory for FTMS experiments. A 

Spectra Physics Quanta-Ray DCR-1l-3 Nd:YAG laser is used for LDI. This laser 

delivers 450mJ/pulse in Q-switched mode (9ns FWHM) and 600mJ/pulse in long 

pulse mode (200,us FWHM) at the 1064nm (fundamental) wavelength. Both modes 

have an optimum repetition rate of 10Hz. An interface to the Nicolet 1280 allows 

synchronization of experimental sequences with this rate[2.34]. Photochemistry can 

be done with a Coherent CR-599 dye laser pumped by a Coherent Innova 70 Argon

ion laser (7 Watts CW) gated with a shutter controlled by a variable speed driver. 
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For gas phase ion-molecule reactions, where there is no solvent to carry away the 

excess energy, exothermicity must be partitioned into internal and translational modes 

of the products. Experimental determination of either the vibrational/rotational or 

translational energy distribution, knowing of the exothermicity, is often sufficient to 

determine the overall energy partitioning into product modes. For relatively simple 

reactions, both energy channels (vibrational/rotational and translational) have been 

probed. Measurement of ionic product vibrational state populations can be measured 

by emission[2.35], or laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)[2.36]. There are limitations 

to such techniques however. The first problem arises due to the low density of 

product ions. Attempts to increase the ion density to a level amenable to emission 

is hindered by space charge effects. Second, one must be able to determine the 

vibrational state populations of all products, both ionic and neutral. Additionally one 

must know the spectroscopy of these species in order to estimate the amount of 

excitation (emission) or to selectively perform the excitation (LIF). 

Alternatively, one can measure the translational energy or kinetic energy release 

(KER) distribution. Such measurements have the advantage that determination of 

ion kinetic energy defines the neutral kinetic energy by momentum conservation. 

However, they are of lower resolution than the optical processes (the internal energy 

cannot be vibration ally resolved). Depending upon the magnitude of the translational 

energy, two different forms of mass spectrometry are employed. Low energy 
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distributions « Ie V) use dual sector, reverse geometry instruments, where a 

metastable ion is mass selected, allowed to decompose in the field free region, and 

energy analyzed[2.37]. The kinetic energy distribution is then deconvoluted from the 

peak width and shape of the product ion(s)[2.38]. 

Higher energy distributions (>.5eV) can be determined by FTMS. Marx and 

coworkers developed the technique of KEICR[2.39] to investigate simple charge 

transfer reactions[2.40]. Dunbar and coworkers have also applied kinetic energy 

release to photodissociation[2.41]. In KEICR, the intensity of the product ion is 

measured as a function of the trapping potential (V T is varied for each experimental 

run). This is depicted in the pulse sequence shown in Figure 2.5. A kinetic energy 

release curve is made by plotting the ion intensity as a function of the square root of 

the trapping potential. 

In an ion-molecule reaction the product ion, with a kinetic energy E t, sees a 

potential of (l-Vx,y,z)xVT , where Vx,y,z is the fractional potential of the applied 

voltage at a given point within the cell. V x,y,z is necessarily a function of cell 

geometry, given by equation 2.12[2.33,2.42]. The maximum effective potential will 

occur at the center of the cell, x=y=z=O (designated V 0)' The kinetic energy, 

v = 16 ~~ cosh(~,:1tl:)(-1)m+n cos [(2m + 1) :X] cos[(2n+l) n:] 
x~.z 2 l.J l.J k n (Eq 2.12) 

1t m=OIl=O cosh( ~ )(2m+l)(2n+l) 

where: kmn = J[ (2m + 1)~]2 + [(2n + l)~y 

a = cell height, b = cell width, c = cell length 
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lhmvioT' can be divided into two components, equation 2.13, depicted in Figure 2.6. 

Here V..L works against the magnetic field and simply increases the orbital radius 

(Eq 2.13) 

slightly. v" is constrained only by the trapping potential, which is a realistic barrier 

for the ion to overcome. If the energy of this component is greater than the trapping 

potential (lhmv ~ > qV 0) the ion can escape from the cell. Using v" =VTOrC0SO (Fig. 

2.6) we can write equation 2.14. Two possibilities thus arise: if Et <v 0 the ion is 

(Eq 2.14) 

trapped, if Et> V 0 the ion may escape from the cell if v" is sufficiently large (a 

function of 0). We define f to be the fraction of ions trapped, giving: 

(1) For Et > Vo f=l (All ions trapped) 

(2) For Et < V 0 f< 1 (Some ions trapped). 

To determine f for the second case, we start with equation 2.14, Etcos20<qVo (or 

V JEt<cos20, q=l). Therefore the limits for which an ion will be trapped as a 

function of 0 is given by equation 2.15. Using the probability that 0 will be between 

o and O+dO is equal to sinOdO and summing over all possible 0 with the limits of Eq. 

2.15 we get equation, 2.16. This represents the (ideal) probability of trapping an ion 

with kinetic energy Et «V 0). To express the fraction of all ions trapped, for a given 

V 0' we must sum over all Et (both cases 1 and 2). This total sum, F, the instrumental 
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(Eq 2.14) 

( V)~ 1t cos-1 --E. < 6 < -
Et 2 

(Eq 2.15) 

response function (equation 2.17), uses normalized translational energy probabilities. 

A theoretical (statistical) KER CUIVe is generated by applying the instrumental 

(Eq 2.17) 

response function, F, to a statistical kinetic energy release distribution (P(Et». From 

a comparison of the experimental and theoretical/statistical KER CUIVes it is feasible 

to determine if a reaction is characterized by a statistical partitioning of energy, vide 

infra. 

An idealized KER CUIVe (for a monoenergetic kinetic energy release of 1.0e V) 

is shown in Figure 2.7. Three regions in the kinetic energy release are apparent, 

marked A, B, and C. In region A all of the ions are trapped (V T> E t) and the 

intensity remains constant (normalized to 1). In region B, a fraction of the ions are 

trapped (";V JEt ) and a linear increase of ion intensity with V T is obseIVed. At 

point C, a break in the CUIVe corresponds to the kinetic energy release of the 

reaction. Note that in this, the simplest of cases, one kinetic energy release 

(monoenergetic) creates one break in the CUIVe. Two KER values would give two 
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breaks, etc., until a smooth curve results from a large number of KER values. Also 

note that this curve is ideal because experimentally it is difficult to measure all of 

region B due to decreased signal at low V T. 

To investigate the possibility of contact potentials on the trap plates, VT was 

verified (vs. the applied voltage) by measuring the KER of the Ar+ /02, Ar+ /N20, 

and F-IHCI reactions and comparing with previous determinations. 

2.5.2 Statistical Modeling of KER Curves: 

Using RRKM[2.43] or phase space[2.44] theories to generate translational energy 

probabilities, a statistical model for the partitioning of energy into translation can be 

made. These calculations require a detailed knowledge of the system to be modelled, 

including reaction exothermicity, ion-dipole complexation energies, and vibrational 

frequencies for the transition state and all products. The simplest calculation of 

probabilities, P(E t), is given by equation 2.18 from RRKM theory, where Nv~ is the 

(Eq 2.18) 

density of rovibrational states at the transition state, Eo is the reaction exothermicity, 

and E t is the product translational energy. This distribution is shown in Figure 2.8a. 

Accounting for orbital angular momentum, by addition of a small centrifugal barrier 

on the exit channel, using the approach of Safron[2.4S] gives equation 2.19, where Bm 

is the height of the centrifugal barrier and p, and p,' are the reduced masses of the 
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reactants and products respectively. This correction is depicted in Figure 2.8b and 

is the translational energy probability distribution used in our calculations. 

P(Et) = Nv:,(Eo -Et)A(Et) 

where A(Et) = (E,IBm)2 

A(Et ) = 1 

and Bm = (JJ/Jl/)2Et 

for Et < Bm 
for Et > Bm 

(Eq 2.19) 
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2.6 KINETIC MEASUREMENTS USING FfMS: 

Many of the studies discussed in this dissertation report rate constants for the 

ion-molecule reactions investigated. For all of these, the ion population is small 

compared to the background neutral population. We are trapping -106-108 ions 

(-104-106 ions cm-3, large cell) and reacting them with neutral molecules at 10-5-10-6 

torr (lO lD_1011 molecules cm-3). In this regime, it is safe to assume pseudo-first order 

kinetics. Therefore, by plotting the natural log of the relative product ion abundance 

(IProductsIITotal) vs. time we can calculate the bimolecular rate constant directly from 

the slope (kII=slope/number density), Figure 2.9. Experimentally, trapping/reaction 

times vary from a few msec to 2.5 minutes for the range of pressures used (10-5 to 

10-6 torr). This corresponds to reaction rates of 10-9 to 10-13 cm3 molecule-1 sec-I. 

In general, most ion-molecule reactions do not proceed at the collision 

frequency[2.46]. Therefore reaction efficiencies are often reported, where the 

efficiency is the ratio of the experimental rate constant to the collision frequency 

(eff=kEXplkcoll). The simplest estimation of collision frequency, accounting only for 

the polarizability of the neutral, is the Langevin equation (2.20). This equation is 

generally only good for non-polar molecules, otherwise underestimating the collision 

frequency. Average dipole orientation theory (ADO), equation 2.21, additionally 

I 

Langevin: kL = 21te(~)'i 
Il 

where: e = charge of ion 
(X = polarizahility of neutral 
Il = reduced mass of collision complex 

(Eq 2.20) 
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AverageDipoleOrienlation (ADO) : kADO = 21tQ(..!)'i + 2cQIlD( 21t )'i 
Il IlkT 

where: Q = charge of ion 
IX = polariwbility of neutral 
Il = reduced mass of collision complex 
c = locking parameter 

Il D = dipole moment of neutral 
k = boltzmann constant 
T = temperature 
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(Eq 2.21) 

accounts for the effect of permanent dipole moments, and gives a more accurate 

estimate of collision frequencies. Further refinements have been made by empirically 

fitting classical trajectory calculations to the potential for a point charge and a rigid 

dipole (Eq. 2.22), giving equation 2.23[2.47]. 

kcap = 0.4767x + 0.62 x~2 

(x+0.509)2 + 0.9754 x~2 
10.526 

where: x __ ~_D_.!. and kcap 

(2«k
B
1) '1. 

(Eq.2.22) 

(Eq.2.23) 

k 

In order to determine the true pressure of the reagents, the system must be 

calibrated. The ionization gauge used to measure pressure is factory calibrated for 

N2• Other gases will give pressure readings different from their true pressure due to 

differences in gauge sensitivity (RJ[2.48]. Compounding this is the potential offset 
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in the N2 reading. The system pressure can be calibrated for these effects by 

determining reaction rates with known rate constants and known gauge sensitivities. 

Various possibilities are listed in Table 2.1. Once an experimental rate constant for 

one (or preferably more) of these reactions has been determined, an adjustment 

factor, F, can be calculated, simply kKNOWNlkEXPERIMENTAV By this definition, F> 1 

implies that Ptrue<Pgauge and F<1 implies Ptrue>Pgauge' 

Often experimental plots of In(relative ion abundance) vs. time have regions of 

non-linearity. These non-linearities arise for a variety of reasons. As mentioned 

previously, for negative ions, trapped electrons can continue to generate reactant ions 

after the reaction event has been initiated (see Figure 4.1 for an example). In the 

case of LDI generated metal ions, electronically excited species are often produced, 

which can have radiative lifetimes of seconds or more[2.49]. These excited ions often 

react at faster than the ground state ions. The LDI process also produces kinetically 

excited ions, which react slower than thermal ions in exothermic reactions. These 

problems can be alleviated by introducing a "settling/cooling" period (generally 50ms

Is) prior to the initiation of the reaction. This allows elimination of trapped 

electrons (by reaction or ejection) or collisional/radiative cooling of excited ions. 



Table 2.1 

SENSITIVITY kKNOWN 

REACTION (R.) (cm3mor's-') 

0- + N20 ----> NO- + NO 1.7 7.5 (:!: 0.5)x 10-11 
• 

NF+ + NF3 ----> NF2+ + NF2 1.0 (est) 5.5 (:!: 1.5) x 10-10 
b 

CH3C(O)CH3+ + CH3C(O)CH3 ----> Products 3.6 5.4 C+ 0.4) x 10-10 
b 

H20+ + H20 ----) H30+ + OH 1.0 1.80 C+ 0.05) x 10-!il b 

a) Low pressure limit rate constant: Marx, M.; Mauclaire, G.: Fehsenfeld, F.C.: 
Dunkin, D.B.; Ferguson, E.E., J. Chem. Phys., 58,3267, (1973). 

b) rate constants taken from: Ikezoe, Y.; Matsuoka, S.; Takebe, M.; Viggiano, A., 
·Gas Phase lon-Molecule Reaction Rate Constants Through 1986·, Maruzen Co., LTD.: 
Tokyo, Japan, 1987, 224 pp. 

Ut 
-....} 
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CHAPTER 3 

Bond Activation Processes in the Reactions of 
V+, VO+, VOH+, and VocHt with H20 and CH30H 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Many investigations of gas phase metal ion chemistry attempt to model, at least 

in part, a catalytic cycle. These results can be used to test the energetic and kinetic 

feasibility of postulated reaction intermediates. Alternatively, one can investigate the 

bond activation processes of specific metal ions (or complexes) and apply this 

information towards catalytic problems. 

The activation of C-H and C-C bonds have been studied in great detail due to 

the large number of questions of synthetic and catalytic importance. However, less 

effort has been made to investigate the utility of O-H activation, where there are vast, 

cheap synthetic resources, namely water and methanol. The chemistry of late 

transition metal hydroxides and alkoxides in solution has recently been reviewed, 

supplying some examples of O-H activation[3.1]. A more detailed investigation of the 

mechanisms involved in O-H and N-H activation with Iridium complexes has been 

performed by Bergman and coworkers[3.2]. A few gas phase studies have been 

reported which have found unsaturated transition metal complex ions to activate ihe 

O-H bond of water[3.3] and methanol[3.4]. In the case of methanol however, C-O 

and C-H activation efficiently compete with O-H activation, and large variations are 

observed in the product distributions for different transition metal complexes. One 
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exception, reported by Schwartz and coworkers, has explicitly shown FeCHt to 

activate only the O-H bond in methanol and water[3.5]. 

Previous studies with alcohols have shown the late transition metals prefer C-H 

or C-C insertion, while the early metals (as well as those in the second and third 

rows) show a propensity to activate more polar bonds, so a competition between O-H 

and C-O insertion often exists. Presumably the limiting factor for O-H insertion is 

the relative strength of the O-H bond, compared to the C-C and C-H bonds. For 

this reason, in general, only the early transition metal ions can activate the O-H 

bond, presumably due to their strong MO + bonds. This chapter presents our 

investigation of the bond activation processes of V+ and the subsequent products 

VO+, VOH+, and VOCH3+ with water and methanol. Where studies overlap, the 

reactions of V+ parallel those of Sc+ and Ti+. The slightly lower VO+ bond energy 

compared to ScO+ and TiO+ should result in less driving force for V+ to form the 

oxide, and more diverse reactivity patterns may emerge. Additionally, the extra 

electron(s) on V+ allow for a richer chemistry, with potentially more secondary 

products. 
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

The reactions described in this chapter were performed in the smaller chamber 

to enable the use of a higher magnetic field (1.2T). V+ was formed by laser 

desorption ionization (LDI) of a pure vanadium rod positioned just outside the back 

excite screen. Trapping voltages were maintained at 0.6V for V+ reactions and 0.8V 

for increased signal intensity in YO+, VOH+, and VOCHt reactions. The reagent 

gas pressures were 5.OxlO-6 torr (N2 equivalent) for H20/D20 and 2.0xlO-6 torr for 

the CH30H/ CH30D investigations. For kinetic measurements, reagent pressures 

were corrected for gauge sensitivity and the system was calibrated by reactions 3.1 

and 3.2 with known respective rate constants of 9.8xlO-l2 cm3 molecule-l sec-l [3.6] 

and 6x10-10 cm3 molecule-l sec-l [3.7]. Branching ratios were calculated from short 

V+ + NH -----+ VNH+ + H 3 2 

Y+ + 0 -----+ YO+ + O' 2 

(Rxn 3.1) 

(Rxn 3.2) 

reaction times (compared to overall times investigated) to minimize effects from 

secondary reactions. To minimize complications due to excited states known to be 

produced by LDI, y+ was allowed to interact with the background reagent gas for 

400-500 msec, then isolated prior to reaction. In this "cooling" period y+ undergoes 

-150 collisions with H20/D20 and -50 collisions with CH30H/CH30D[3.8]. For 

reactions involving YO+, YOH+, YOD+, and YOCH3+, y+ was isolated after a 300 

msec delay and the ion of interest was isolated after a 175-250 msec formation delay 
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(optimized for signal intensity). Plots of In(relative y+ intensity) vs. time are linear 

for at least three half-lives, indicating the y+ is translationally and electronically 

thermalized. Excited states of y+ have been found to react two orders of magnitude 

faster than the ground state with NH3[3.6], CH4[3.9], and CzH6, ~H8[3.lO]. Such 

differences in reactivity would result in non-linearities in the intensity vs. time plots 

we obtain. For a discussion of effects due to electronic excitation in the reactions of 

transition metal ions see references 3.10 and 3.11. 

More conclusive evidence for the electronic thermalization of our y+ can be 

obtained by comparing the results of our calibration reaction (3.1) with Armentrout's 

y+ /NH3 work[3.6]. We determine a rate constant of 8±3x10-I2 cm3 molecule-I sec-I, 

using only the results from the 02 calibration (reaction 3.2). This compares quite 

well with their ground state (aSD, aSF)Y+ value of 9.8x10-12, which is calculated from 

reaction cross-section determinations of y+ in known electronic states. It is possible 

that we have some excited y+ remaining after the cooling delay, but it is probably 

no more than a few percent. Note that the excited states in question, a3F and a3p, 

have energies of 1.10 and 1.45 eY (averaged over J levels) respectively, compared to 

0.02 and 0.36 e Y for the aSD and aSF states. 



3.3 H20 / O2° RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.3.1 V+ Reactions: 
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y+ is found to react slowly with H20 and D20 by dehydrogenation and hydrogen 

atom elimination. The determined rate constants are 3.5 ± 1.0x10-11 cm3 molecule-1 

sec-1 and 1.3±OAx10-11 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 respectively (Table 3.1). Figure 3.1 

shows the kinetic isotope effect for this reaction (kHlkD=2.7±1.1). Figures 3.2 and 

3.3 show representative spectra for one second reaction times. The error bars are 

nominally set to ±30% to account for uncertainties in the system calibration and 

small variations in reagent pressure «20%) over the course of an experiment. 

In solvation studies of various transition metal cations, Marinelli and Squires have 

observed Y+, generated by dissociative electron capture ofY(CO)6, to dehydrogenate 

H20 to form YO+[3.12]. Their study was performed on a flowing afterglow 

instrument, where thermalization of the y+ is insured. In contrast, preliminary work 

by Armentrout and coworkers has shown ground state y+ to be unreactive with H20, 

attributing any reaction to electronic excitation[3.13]. It is possible that the reactions 

we observe are due to the small population of excited y+ that might be present. If 

this is the case then the above rate constants are -2 orders of magnitude too low 

(excited y+ consistently reacts two orders of magnitude faster) implying the reactions 

proceed with unit efficiency, (at the collision limit; kEXplkADo=1). In the state 

specific studies[3.6,3.9,3.l0], electronically excited y+ is still found to react with less 

than unit efficiency (i.e. a<aL, where aL is the Langevin cross-section). Additionally, 

aL <a ADO (we use kADO in our calculations), so their efficiencies are still slightly underestimated 
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Scheme 3.1 shows the observed reaction products and branching ratios (masses 

are given in parenthesis). The reaction proceeds by initial oxidative addition of the 

O-H bond at the metal center forming intermediate I. Loss of H· (formation of 

VOH+) from I is essentially thermoneutral, while competitive loss of ·OH is 73 kcal 

mol-l endothermic and is not observed[3.14]. The observed formation of VOH+ 

implies that D(V+ -OR» 119 kcal mo)"l[3.15]. Loss of H2 to form VO+ could occur 

through intermediate II or III. From bond additivity estimates, structure II is 

H H······H 
H-V+-OH 'V+ 0 I I ./ V±-O H 

I IT m 

thermodynamically accessible for H20 (-15 kcal mol·l exothermic). An analogous 

structure for NH3 is -5 kcal mol·l endothermic, however, V+ still dehydrogenates 

NH3[3.6]. The reactions of Sc+ and Ti+ with NH3[3.16] parallel those of V+. For 

these reactions, a structure analogous to II is eliminated because Sc+ has only two 

valence electrons, and the authors propose an intermediate such as III. In relation 

to the present case, Sc+[3.17] and Ti+[3.18] dehydrogenate H20, while neither would 

be able to form an intermediate such as II because of the number of valence 

electrons (2 and 3 respectively). Therefore we propose that structure III is the 

reactive intermediate for production of VO+ + H2• The propensity to form VO+ 

over VOH+ is mainly due to thermodynamic considerations (for VO+, dHRXN--17 

kcal mo)"l and for VOR+ dHRXN-O kcal mo)"l). Also, for these reactions, 

intermediate I will have a triplet ground state as does VO + and are thus on the same 
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TABLE 3.1 
Kinetic Data for Reaction of V+ and H20/D20 

REACTION kEXP kADO EFFICIENCY 
(em3 molecuhl.-I lee-I) (cm3 molecule -I lee -I) C % ) 

V· + H2O 3.5+ 1.0 X 10-11 2.5 X 10-9 1.4 

V· + D20 1.3+0.4 X 10-11 2.5 X 10-9 0.5 -

VO· + H2O 3.4+ 1.0 X 10-12 2.4 X 10-9 0 .. 1 

kH/ko 

2.7 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

0\ 
-..J 
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potential energy surface. However, VOH+ has a quartet ground state, and therefore 

will have an activation barrier to H· loss and a correspondingly lower cross-section. 

3.3.2 VO+ Reactions: 

The chemistry of VO + with H20 is found to be analogous to that of V+ . VOi 

is generated by dehydrogenation, which must proceed through a 4-centered 

intermediate similar to III (because V+ has only four electrons). The observation of 

this reaction gives an upper limit for L\Hc(vOi)<146 kcal mol-I. For comparison, 

L\Hc(TiOi)=149 kcal mol-I[3.14]. VO(OH)+ is formed by insertion into the O-H 

bond and loss of H·, implying L\Hc(VO(OH) +) <94 kcal morl. The peak at m/z 85 

in Figure 3.2 could be either VO(H20)+ or V(OH):J. The VO(H20)+ ion could be 

collisionally stabilized as a bond inserted product HVO(OH)+ (see reference 3.12) 

or as an adduct although less likely. Based on bond additivity V(OH)i could also 

be formed from the bond inserted product via H· migration from the V+ to the 0 

(L\H--51 kcal morl, utilizing the energy gained upon insertion into the HO-H bond). 

At long reaction times we observe solvation products of the heavier ions, where 

m/z=102 corresponds to VO(OH)(H20)+ and m/z 103 corresponds to V(O)(H20)i 

or V(OHh(H20)+. 

The determined rate constant for the VO+/H20 reaction is 3.4±1.0xlO-12 cm3 

molecule-l sec-l (Table 3.1), an order of magnitude slower than the V+ reaction. The 

only product observed for the VO+/D20 reaction is m/z=87 (VO(D20)+ or 

V(OD)i), Scheme 3.1. 
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The relative kinetics of the y+ and YO+ reactions with water is not unexpected. 

The reactivity of various metal oxides with numerous hydrocarbons has been found 

to correlate with the M+ -0 bond strength. FeO+[3.19), CrO+[3.20), and MnO+[3.21) 

are more reactive than the corresponding atomic ions, due to the relatively weak 

M+ -0 bond; D(Fe+ -0)=82.9, D(Cr+ -0)=86.7, D(Mn+ -0)=68.9 kcal mol-I[3.22]. 

Because of this, these ions react efficiently, eliminating H20 or alcohols. In contrast, 

YO+ reacts slower than Y+, because such eliminations are not possible due to its 

stronger bond, D(Y+ -0)=139 kcal mol-I. In accord with this, YO+ has been found 

to be less reactive than y+ with alkanes[3.23]. 

Although there may be some question about the electronic state of y+ in these 

reactions, YO+ is believed to be in the ground state. Reactions performed by 

Kappes and Staley using an ICR spectrometer, investigated the resultant excitation 

of metal oxides produced by various oxidizing species[3.7]. They generated M+ by 

LDI using the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (532nm), with no mentioned 

attempt to collisionally deexcite M+ prior to reaction. Their results show YO+ 

generated by reaction with N20 to abstract a hydrogen atom from H2 and CH4 to 

form YOH+. In contrast YO+ generated by O2 (and weaker oxidizers) is unreactive 

with H2 and CH4• They attribute this difference in reactivity to excitation of the 

YO+ formed by N20, while the VO+ formed by O2 is in the ground state. They 

could make no distinction, however, between vibrational or electronic excitation. 

Comparison of the reaction exothermicities for reactions 3.3-3.5 implies that YO+ 

produced by reaction with H20 should be energetically similar to YO+ formed by 



v+ + N. 0 ----- YO+ + N. 2 2 

Y+ + Q ----- YO+ + 0 2 

Y+ + no ----.... YO+ + n 2 2 
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I!&HRXN = -92.4 kcal mol-l (Rxn 3.3) 

I!&HRXN =-15.0 kcal mOrl (Rxn 3.4) 

I!&HRXN = -16.8 kcal mOrl (Rxn 3.5) 

O2[3.14]. In correlation with their results, we observe no VOH+ production in the 

VO+/H20 reaction. We must consider, however, that D(HO-H)=119 kcal morl > 

D(CH3-H)=105 kcal mo}"l - D(H-H)=104 kcal mol-I. 

3.3.3 VOH+ Reactions: 

The reactions of VOH+(VOD+), formed from ground state V+, were not 

specifically investigated because of the low relative product abundances (8% and 9% 

respectively). Investigations involving "uncooled" V+, produce VOH+ with sufficient 

intensity to be isolated. Reaction with H20 produced VO(OH)+ (-10%) and 85+, 

presumably V(OH)i, (-90%). Assuming the VOH+ is in the ground state, as VO+ 

quite likely is, this would give an upper limit for ~Ht<V(OH)i)<58 kcal mol-I. Only 

solvation products were observed at longer reaction times. The lack of V(OH)t can 

be used to estimate a lower limit for ~Ht<V(OH)t»-52 kcal mol-I. 



3.4 CH30H / CH30D RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.4.1 V+ Reactions: 
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y+ is found to undergo multiple reactions with methanol, with determined rate 

constants of 1.1±0.3x10-9 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 for CH30H and 9.9±3.0x10-9 cm-1 

molecule-1 sec-1 for CH30D, Table 3.2. As previously, error bars of ±30% are used. 

These rate constants are -2 orders of magnitude greater than those for water. This 

observation is somewhat expected because of the lower energy C-O and C-H bonds 

in methanol. A small kinetic isotope effect is observed for the overall reaction, 

kH/kD = 1.1 ±0.45, as shown in Figure 3.4. Representative spectra for 400 msec 

reaction times for CH30H and CH30D are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. 

Schemes 3.2 and 3.3 give the products and branching ratios for the y+ / CH30H(D) 

reactions. Each step of the reaction was performed by isolation and subsequent 

reaction. Rate constants were determined for as many of the secondary reactions as 

possible, Table 3.2. 

The primary reaction of y+ with methanol results in formation of YO+ and 

YOH(D)+ by demethanation and hydroxide transfer, reactions 3.6 and 3.7 

V+ + CH30H(D) -----+ VO+ + CHiCH3D) 

V+ + CH30H(D) -----+ VOH(DY + £H3 

(Rxn 3.6) 

(Rxn 3.7) 

respectively. y+ can potentially activate all of the bonds present in methanol, C-H, 

C-O, and O-H. Insertion into the C-H bond is unlikely however, because it would 

not lead to the products observed. Oxidative-addition of the O-H bond could be 



TABLE 3.2 
Kinetic Data for Reaction of V+ and CH30H/CH30D 

REACTION kEXP kADO EFFICIENCY 
kH/ko 

(em' molecule-I sec-I) (em3 molecule-I sec-I) C % ) 

y+ + CH30H 1.1+0.3 X 10-9 2.1 X 10-9 52 -
1.1 

V+ + CH30D 9.9+3.0 X 10-10 2.1 X 10-9 48 -

VO+ + CH30H 5.9+ 1.8 X 10-10 2.0 X 10-9 30 -
0.82 

VO+ + CH30D 7.2+2.2 X 10-10 2.0 X 10-9 37 -

VOH+ + CH30H 2.1+0.7 X 10-9 2.0 X 10-9 106 - . 
t;3 
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operative in reaction 3.6, but not in 3.7, and a larger isotope effect (kH/kn) should 

be observed. Therefore reaction is proposed to proceed via insertion into the C-O 

bond, in agreement with the small isotope effect, resulting in intermediate IV. From 

this structure VO+ can be formed by a 4-centered elimination of CH4• VOH+ is 

HsC-V+-OH 

IV 

formed from IV by elimination of . CH3 (D(V+ -OH» 119 kcal mol-I[3.15] > D(V+-

CH3)=50 kcal mo}"I[3.9]. Of the other metals found to be reactive with methanol, 

Fe+[3.24], Ti+, Ta+, and Y+[3.25] activate the C-O bond, Mo+[3.26] activates either 

the C-H or O-H bond, and Cu+ and Au+[3.27] form adducts. Ni+ and Co+[3.24], 

Cr+[3.26], Ag+[3.27, 3.28], Mg+ and AJ+[3.29], and Ga+ and In+[3.30] are 

unreactive. In a study of neutral Group III atoms with water and small alcohols, the 

formation of YO was proposed to occur via a concerted mechanism within the 

collision complex[3.31]. 

The primary branching ratios given in Schemes 3.2 and 3.3 are quite similar, 

although slightly more VO+ is formed from CH30H than CH30D (36% to 28%). 

These values are equal within experimental error however, and are thus not 

significant enough to attribute to an isotope effect in the elimination of methane. 

Interestingly, much more VOH(D)+ is produced by methanol than in the reactions 

with water. Based on heats of formation, more VOH+ is expected from methanol 

than water because ~Ht<VOH+,H20)-O kcal mol-I, while ~Ht<VOH+,CH30H)--27 

kcal mo}"l. However, VO+ would still be expected to be the major product in both 
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cases, because ~H.{YO+,H20)--17 kcal morl and LlH.{YO+,CH30H)--44 kcal 

mol-I. A consideration of the reaction mechanisms can be used to explain this 

difference. Formation of YOH+ results from a direct cleavage of the y+ -H or 

y+ -CH3 bond of the inserted product (lor IV), while VO+ must result from a 4-

centered elimination of H2 or CH4 (III and analogous structure). In the former case 

a loose transition state is expected, while the latter, a rearrangement reaction, will 

have a tight transition state. These are depicted in Figures 3.7 (H20) and 3.8 

(CH30H), with the corresponding LlHRXN• The activation barriers on the YO+ 

channels are analogous to a proposal by Tolbert and Beauchamp[3.32] involving the 

competition between fJ-H and fJ-alkyl migration in relation to orbital symmetry. 

Briefly, loss of H2 from III only requires electron migration from the Y-H/Y-OH 

bonds into the H-H bond. Because the H Is orbital is spherically symmetric, this 

process should have little or no entropic barrier. In the case of methanol, loss of 

CH4 from IV requires reorientation of the hybridized, directed sp3 of the C away 

from the Y to the H on the 0 atom. This process would result in a small barrier to 

CH4 loss. Construction of a rate vs. (internal) energy curve, Figure 3.9[3.33], explains 

the large differences in YO+ vs. YOH+ observed. Because formation of YOH+ from 

H20 is essentially thermoneutral, rearrangement is favored and YO + dominates. For 

methanol the cleavage of the c-o bond (formation of IV) results in an additional 

-29 kcal mol-l of internal energy (D(HO-H)=119 kcal mor l , D(CH3-OH)=92 kcal 

mol-I, D(Y+ -H)= 48 kcal morl , and D(V+ -CH3) =50 kcal morl ). This additional 

energy favors a direct cleavage reaction, thereby increasing YOH+ formation. 
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3.4.2 VO+ Reactions: 

The reactions of VO+ with CH30H/ CH30D are observed to be slower than the 

primary reactions as expected from the VO+/H20 results. The determined rate 

constants, 5.9±1.8x10-10 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 and 7.2±2.2x10-10 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 

respectively, give an isotope effect (kHikn) of 0.82±0.35 (equal to 1 within 

experimental error), Table 3.2. As for the primary reactions these rate constants are 

-2 orders of magnitude greater than those for water. An investigation of the 

products observed in the spectra, Figures 3.10 and 3.11, shows activation of both the 

C-O and C-H bonds, while O-H(D) activation is not ruled out. Oxidative addition 

of the C-O bond, expected to be dominant, results in structure V. Such a bond 

inserted product can account for the peak at m/z=99(CH30H), 100(CH30D). A 

OH 
I .. 

HaC-V=O 

V 

4-centered elimination of CHiCH3D) should be quite facile based on V+ results, 

however, the corresponding product, V02+ (m/z=83) is only observed in low intensity 

«5%). Loss of ·CH3 (formation ofVO(OH)+, m/z=84) is also observed in low 

intensity, while loss of . OH (formation of VO(CH3) +, m/z=82) is not observed, as 

expected, due to the much stronger V+ -OH bond. Insertion into a C-H bond results 

in structure VI. Elimination of H2 through a 4-center intermediate would generate 

This is the only the observed products at m/z=97(CH30H), 98(CH30D). reasonable 

mechanism that would produce the ion at m/z=98 (structures VIla and VIIb). A 
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5-center elimination of H2(HD) from VI can also be envisioned which would generate 

an ion with m/z=97, structure VIII for both CH30H and CH30D. Direct loss of H· 

from VI (after C-H insertion) is not observed for CH30H (m/z=98), however, it is 

the only reasonable explanation for the peak at m/z=99 for CH30D. Addition into 

the O-H bond is not necessary to explain any of the observed products, although it 

is not dismissed considering the bond is -15 kcal mol-1 weaker than that in H20. 

O-H activation, structure IX, could result in a product at m/z=97 from as-center 

elimination of H2{HD). Loss of CHiCH3D) could also be possible from IX, but 

H 
1+ 

HaCO-V=O 

IX 

once again vot is observed in low intensity «5%). A temporal plot of product 

intensity vs. reaction time shows that the ions of m/z=97(CH30H), 98(CH30D) 

decrease in intensity relative to the ions of m/z=99,100. This is reasonable, 

considering that the complexed formaldehyde (in VIIb and VIII) is weakly bound and 

can be displaced by addition of another methanol, generating more products of 

m/z=99,100. 

Another possible mechanism not involving direct oxidative-addition at the metal 

center is similar to that suggested by Schroeder and Schwartz in their FeO(OH)+ / 
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methane reactions[3.34J. This is the edge-on addition across the V=O+ bond. Such 

a reaction, depicted in Scheme 3.4, provides a mechanism for the production of the 

ion obselVed at m/z=113. Note that the only possible structure for the precursor ion 

(m/z=99,lOO) which generates the product ion at m/z=113 is V (C-O insertion). The 

alternate methanol orientation would result in an ion equivalent to the precursor. 

Similar mechanisms for C-H and O-H insertion result in product ions of unobselVed 

m/z, confirming the predominance of C-O insertion. 

3.4.3 VOH+ Reactions: 

The reactions of VOH+/VOD+ with CH30H/CH30D are faster than the 

primary reactions, as proposed for H20/ D20. The determined rate constant for the 

VOH+/ CH30H reaction is 2.1±O.7xlO-9 cm3 molecule-I sec-I, Table 3.2. A value for 

VOD+ / CH30D is not reported due to low signal intensity after isolation and 

reasonable reaction times. Sufficient VOD+ could be isolated, however, to determine 

product distributions. All of the peaks obselVed in the spectra for these reactions, 

up to m/z=100 for CH30H and 102 for CH30D (the adducts), can be accounted for 

by mechanisms previously described, with higher mass peaks arising from secondary 

reactions. However, ejection on the base peak (m/z=82 for both CH30H and 

CH30D) during the reaction time, results in the elimination of all other peaks, see 

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 for the CH30H case. This obselVation indicates that the peak 

at m/z=82 is the precursor ion for all higher mass peaks. The loss of the lower mass 

products at m/z=84 and 85 for CH30H and m/z=85-87 for CH30D, is due to our 
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inability to selectively eject only m/z=82. An explanation for the almost exclusive 

formation of VOCHt is shown in Scheme 3.5, where H20/ D20 can be eliminated 

within the VOH+ / CH30H ion-dipole complex prior to any bond activation process. 

The observation of this reaction gives an upper limit to dHc(VOCHt)<178 kcal 

mol-I. 

The minor low mass products are generated by C-O insertion, structure X. Loss 

of . CH3 produces the ions of m/z=85,87, while those of m/z=84,85 correspond to 

OH 
I 

HaC-vr-OH 

X 

loss of CH4(CH3D) through a 4-center intermediate. The peaks at m/z=86 and 68 

for the CH30D reaction are presumed to be due to H/D scrambling (CH30H 

contamination is believed to be negligible). 

3.4.4 VOCH3+ Reactions: 

An investigation of the reactions of VOCH3+ was performed only with CH30H. 

A rate constant could not be determined due to difficulties in isolating sufficient 

VOCH3+ for extended reaction times. Scheme 3.6 shows the products and possible 

structures, however no branching ratios were determined due the complexity of the 

secondary reactions (there is often more than one possible mechanism to form a 

product at an observed m/z). The products listed in Scheme 3.6 for ions ofm/z=113, 

114 are formed by reaction within subsequent collision complexes. For the CH30D 
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reaction, products can be inferred from the corresponding CH30H reactions and the 

obsetved peaks in the overall y+ / CH30D reaction (Figure 3.6). As shown, some of 

the products could be formed by multiple mechanisms, where 1 signifies C-O 

insertion, 2 C-H insertion, and 3 O-H insertion. For example, the product at m/z=98 

(CH30H), 99(CH30D) can be formed by C-O insertion and a 5-center elimination 

of CH4, C-H insertion with a 4-center elimination of CH4, and O-H insertion with 

a 6-center elimination of CH4/ CH3D. Also a product of m/z=98 for both CH30H 

and CH30D can be formed by C-H insertion and loss of CH4/ CH3D elimination via 

a 6-center intermediate. An analysis of the observed products implies that all bonds 

are activated. Products specific to C-O (1) and C-H (2) insertion are seen in Scheme 

3.6. The only indication of O-H(D) (3) activation is found in the reactions of the 

bond inserted products of m/z=114,115. Because the 114,115 ion already has three 

bonds to the Y center, no oxidative addition is possible and these reactions must 

occur within the ion-dipole complex. If 114,115 is a C-H inserted product, reaction 

with CH30H(D) gives ions at m/z=100,101 (structure XI), while if 114,115 is O-H(D) 

inserted, reaction gives products at m/z=100,102 (structure XII). These are the only 

reasonable mechanisms to produce the ions observed at m/z=100,101,102. 

OCH3 
I . 

H -V'"+ CH20H(D) . . . . 
(D)H-6+CH3 

XI 

OCH3 
I . 

(D)H-V'"+ OCHa . . 
(D)H-Ot CH3 

XII 
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3.5 SUMMARY 

The reactions of y+ with water and methanol have been performed to investigate 

the bond activation processes of Y+. The reaction with water demonstrates that O-H 

activation by y+ is possible, but inefficient (3.5xlO-ll cm3 molecule-I sec-I, 1.4% of 

collision frequency; see Table 3.1). YO+ is formed predominantly, through a 

4-centered elimination of H2 analogous to the reactions of Sc+ and Ti+ with CH4 and 

NH3. Because of the decreased y+ -0 bond strength, relative to Sc+ and Ti+, YOH+ 

is also formed. Sc+ forms only ScO+, while Ti+ is proposed to form H-Ti+=O (not 

Ti+ -OH, see reference in 4.15) in addition to TiO+. The observation of YOH+ 

implies that D(Y+-OH»119 kcal mol-I. Table 3.3 summarizes the thermochemical 

information obtained from the reactions discussed in this chapter. 

The reaction of y+ with methanol to produce YO+ and YOH(D)+ proceeds at 

1.1xlO-9 and 0.99xlO-9 cm3 molecule-l sec-1 (-50% of collision frequency) for CH30H 

and CH30D respectively. Oxidative addition of the C-O bond is the lowest energy 

pathway, and is presumably the initial step in the reaction. Activation of the C-O 

bond in methanol requires 27 kcal mor l less energy than HO-H activation, 

significantly increasing the rate constant compared to reaction with water. YO+ is 

formed via a 4-centered elimination of methane. A fraction of these reactions could 

occur from initial O-H insertion (15 kcal mor l weaker than O-H in water), resulting 

in the small isotope effect observed. YOH+ is formed by direct loss of . CH3. No 

YCH; is observed because D(Y+ -OH) > > D(Y+ -CH3). The substantially increased 

relative formation of YOH+ from methanol compared to water is not a 
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thermodynamic result. The difference can be attributed to the enhancement of the 

direct cleavage mechanism due to an increase in the internal energy of the H3C-Y+

OH complex (-77 kcal mol-!) compared to H-V+-OH (-48 kcal mol-I), Figure 3.9. 

The reactions of VO+ are slower than the related y+ reactions with both water 

and methanol. VO+ reacts over two orders of magnitude slower with water than with 

methanol because of the strength of the HO-H bond, 3.4xlO-!2 cm3 molecule-! secor 

and 5.9x10-10 cm3 molecule-! secor respectively. In comparison with other (late) 

transition metal oxides, which react faster than the atomic ions, YO+ reacts 

appreciably slower, due to the much stronger M+ -0 bond. Products corresponding 

to bond-inserted adducts are primarily formed in reactions with both water and 

methanol. Formation of yot by loss of H2 is observed for water, but the analogous 

loss of CH4 is not observed for methanol. Loss of H2 is expected to have a smaller 

en tropic barrier than CH4 loss, due to orbital rearrangement constraints, and 

therefore dominate. The CH30D study shows that H2 loss is predominantly 1,2-

elimination, although a l,l-elimination could also be occurring to a small extent. 

YO(OH)+ is produced in reactions with H20 and CH30H by H· and· CH3 loss 

respectively, although in the case of methanol it is only a minor product (1-3%). 

YOH+ is very reactive with both water and methanol, reacting at the collision 

frequency with CH30H (2.0xlO-9 cm3 molecule-! sec-I). Reaction with water, also 

occurs at the collision frequency, produces Y(OH)t and YO(OH)+ with subsequent 

hydration. In the case of methanol, YOCH3+ is formed almost exclusively, while 

Y(OH)t and YO(OH)+ are minor products (from C-O insertion). This is explained 
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by the formation and loss of H20 within the collision complex, prior to any bond 

activation process (Scheme 3.5). This type of reaction is very efficient and remains 

available in subsequent reactions, where the V complex is saturated and oxidative 

addition cannot occur. 

The reactions of VOCHt are estimated to occur at the collision frequency, 

1.9xlO-9 cm3 molecule-I sec-I. Analysis of possible mechanisms leading to observed 

products indicates C-O insertion continues to dominate (e.g., m/z=99, 128, and 130 

in Figure 3.5 and Scheme 3.6(1», however C-H insertion becomes much more 

prominent (Scheme 3.6(2». Loss of . CH3 and, H are the prevalent pathways in the 

VOCH3+ (and subsequent product) reactions, suggesting that the internal energy is 

quickly randomized and direct cleavage mechanisms dominate. 
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L 3.3 
Summary of Thermochemical Values 

ION LlHf DO(L
1 
V+ -L

2
) a 

Ckcal mor1
) Ckcal mor1

) 

V+ 278 b ---
vo+ 203 b 139 c 

V02+ <146 >117 

VO(OH)+ <94 >169 

VOH+ <168 >119 

V(OH)2+ <58 <119 

VeOH)3+ >-52 H119 

VOCH3~ <178 >104 

a) L 1= nothing, 0, or OH 
b) Reference 3.14 
c) Reference 3.21 (specifically see ref. 42 therein) 
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CHAPTER 4 

Steric Effects in Gas Phase Oxidative Addition Reactions t 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been a steady stream of work appearing on the gas 

phase reactions of anionic metal complexes with neutral molecules[4.1]. Though the 

volume of work on anionic complexes is considerably smaller than for their cationic 

counterparts, enough work has appeared on anionic systems to reveal some general 

trends. This work has shown anionic systems to undergo many of the same reactions 

as cationic metals including oxidative-addition/reductive-elimination[ 4.2], ligand 

displacement[ 4.3], nucleophilic displacement[ 4.4], oxidation[ 4.5], and clustering 

reactions[ 4.6]. 

The clustering reactions of atomic metal anions and ligated metal anions with 

their parent neutral complexes have been studied by numerous groups. In particular, 

the reactions of the Fe(CO)~/Fe(CO)s system have been heavily investigated[4.6]. 

The reactions proceed by formation of metal-metal bonds with loss of carbonyl 

ligands. Products from this reaction up to and including FeiCO)~ (n=11-13) have 

been identified, with many of these small cluster ions analogous to those observed in 

the condensed phase cluster chemistry of Fe(CO)s. Other clustering systems have 

also been reported including the reactions of Cr(CO)~/Cr(CO)6 (n=3,4)[4.7], 

t Adapted with modification from: Buckner, S. W.; VanOrden, S. L. 
Organometallics, 1990, 9, 1093. 
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Ni(CO)3/Ni(CO)4[4.7], and CpCo(CO)-/CpCo(COh[4.8] (Cp=cyclopentadienyl). In 

an interesting extenstion of clustering reactions, FeCo + and FeCoi are generated by 

the reaction of atomic metal cations with neutral metal carbonyls and subsequent 

CID[4.9]. Section 4.3.1 of this chapter reports the anionic clustering reactions 

observed for the V(CO)SN(CO)6 system. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, atomic metal cations are highly reactive toward C-H 

and C-C bond activation, while ligation of the metal often reduces reactivity toward 

these processes[4.10]. In contrast, the atomic metal anions are almost completely 

unreactive toward oxidative addition, while the ligated anionic complexes are 

observed to activate C-H bonds[4.1]. However, it is generally observed that oxidative 

addition pathways are rare in the gas phase chemistry of anionic transition metal 

systems. In accord with this, a recent investigation of the reactions of iridium and 

rhenium carbonyl cluster ions with C6 hydrocarbons showed that oxidative addition 

reactions of C-H bonds require the cluster to have a vacant orbital derived from an 

atomic s orbital[4.11]. The anionic clusters which were studied were unreactive with 

all hydrocarbons investigated, including cyclohexadiene (which is thermodynamically 

unstable toward dehydrogenation), indicating initial C-H bond insertion does not 

occur with the anionic systems. 

McDonald and coworkers have investigated the reactions of many coordinatively 

unsaturated anionic metal complexes[4.12]. Recently they presented kinetic and 

isotopic studies of the Mn(CO»)/CH30H reaction which suggested oxidative addition 

of the C-H and O-H bonds in CH30H[4.13]. Lane and Squires have observed 
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HCr(CO)3 to activate O-H bonds in alcohols and water[4.14]. Finally, McElvanyand 

Allison have shown Cr(CO)3' Fe(CO)j, Co(CO)i, and CoCONO- to activate O-H 

and C-O bonds in alcohols[4.15]. All of these complexes contain 16 or less valence 

electrons in the metal complex which is a requirement for oxidative addition 

reactions. We decided to study the reactions of the 16 electron complex V(CO),S with 

alcohols and amines, because it is sterically crowded, potentially hindering oxidative 

addition. Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 of this chapter present the dehydrogenation 

reactions of V(CO),S with methanol and methylamine respectively, which are proposed 

to proceed via initial oxidative addition of a C-H bond. V(CO),S is not observed to 

react with larger alcohols (<;-C4) and amines (<; and C4), due to a steric effect in 

the intermediate complex. 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

For these experiments, gas pressures were maintained at -lxl0-5 torr V(CO)6 

and 4-6x10-5 torr for other reagents. V(CO)s was generated by EI with an -15ms 

pulse of 5-8eV electrons, reaction (4.1)[4.16]. Some of these electrons undergo direct 

V(CO)6 + e- ----0 V(CO)~ + co (Rxn 4.1) 

dissociative electron capture with the V(CO)6' producing internally excited V(CO)~ 

Many electrons are scattered by the V(CO)6 and slowed down sufficiently to be 

trapped in the ICR cell. The trapping voltage is maintained at 0.5 e V, indicating the 

trapped electrons have energies at or below this value. These low energy electrons 

are rapidly attached via process (4.1) as shown by the kinetic data in Figure 4.1, to 

further produce V(CO)s, (see discussion for reactions with alcohols). 
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.3.1 Clustering Reactions: 

Trapping V(CO)s with the parent neutral in the ICR cell results in ions at 

m/z=219 and m/z=354, reactions (4.2) and (4.3). The clustering reaction, (4.3), most 

likely results in formation of a V-V bond with the reaction exothermicity driving loss 

V(CO); + V(CO)6 -----. V(CO); + V(CO)s 

I 
---. V2(CO); + 2CO 

(Rxn 4.2) 

(Rxn 4.3) 

of the carbonyl ligands. V(CO)4 is also observed in low intensity during the initial 

dissociative electron attachment process. This ion also reacts with the parent neutral, 

reactions (4.4) and (4.5). V(CO)4 undergoes more extensive loss of carbonyl ligands 

(reaction (4.5» than does V(CO)s. This is due to the higher degree of coordinative 

unsaturation of V(CO)4 which drives the clustering reactions with a higher 

V(CO); + V(CO)6 -----. V2(CO); + 2CO 

I 
---. V2(CO); + 3eO 

(Rxn 4.4) 

(Rxn 4.5) 

exothermicity. Clustering reactions have also been observed in the condensed phase 

chemistry of vanadium carbonyl complexes[4.17]. Reaction (4.6) proceeds by initial 

photodissociation of a CO ligand from the complex, followed by metal-metal bond 

(Rxn 4.6) 
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formation. This product then cleaves two carbonyl ligands to generate the product, 

which has structure I (see Figure 4.2). Clusters can be generated in solution by the 

reaction of metal carbonyl complexes after initial reduction, as in the case of 

Fe(CO)4' or by initial photodecomposition of the metal carbonyl complex to create 

an unsaturated species which is highly reactive. This has been observed for 

Fe(CO)s[4.18] and Ru(CO)s to generate Fe2(CO)9 and RU3(CO)12' respectively, and 

as in reaction (4.6). 

The generation of unsaturated complexes in solution does not necessarily result 

in a metal-metal bond forming cluster reactions. The reactions of the group VI metal 

carbonyls after photolysis results exclusively in solvent coordination, reaction (4.7). 

This occurs even in non-coordinating solvents such as hydrocarbons. This type of 

hv solvent 
M(CO)6 ------. M(CO)s + co ----------. M(CO)s(so[vent) (Rxn 4.7) 

behavior is also observed in the case of V(CO)6' which reacts with CN- via reaction 

(4.8) upon photolysis[4.19]. There is formation of a metal bonded dimer, however, 

upon photochemical oxidation to generate [V2(CO)s(CN)]4-, which is isoelectronic 

with the structure of V2(COh2. There have been a number of reports of formation 

hv 
V(CO); + CN- ------. V(CO)sCN2- + CO (Rxn 4.8) 

of dimeric vanadium complexes during the codeposition of vanadium atoms and 

carbon monoxide in matrix isolation experiments[4.20,4.21]. In these experiments, 
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Y(CO)6 and Y 2(CO)12 are both generated and observed by absorption spectroscopic 

methods. The structure determined for the dimeric complex is shown by II (Fig. 4.2). 

The present results, shown in reactions (4.3)-(4.5), clearly indicate that gas phase 

anionic vanadium carbonyl complexes undergo clustering reactions. One other gas 

phase study of the clustering reactions with Y(CO)6 indicated Y- readily reacts via 

(4.9)-(4.12)[4.22]. The products from reactions (4.3)-(4.5) contain a large number of 

carbonyl ligands for which reasonable structures are shown in III-V (Fig. 4.2). These 

V- + V(CO)6 ------0 V(CO)~ + V 

I 
---0 V(CO); + V + co 
I 

(Rxn 4.9) 

(Rxn 4.10) 

(Rxn 4.11) 

(Rxn 4.12) 

are inferred from the dimeric vanadium complexes in solution and matrix isolation 

studies, which both generate complexes containing two bridging ligands. These 

reactions demonstrate that gas phase unsaturated vanadium carbonyl anions, 

generated by direct electron impact or via collision induced dissociation, can readily 

undergo clustering reactions with the parent carbonyl complex. Thus, the solution 

reactions for which clustering is not observed is due to rapid and strong coordination 

of ligands (sometimes the solvent) and not a barrier to the clustering reaction. 
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4.3.2 Reactions with Alcohols: 

Y(CO)s, generated in reaction (4.1), reacts with CH30H as in reaction (4.13). 

The neutral products may be formaldehyde or CO and H2. Interestingly, Y(CO)s 

from process (4.1) is unreactive with ~-C4 alcohols and water. Labelling studies 

were performed on reaction (4.13) in order to elucidate the mechanism. CH30D and 

13CH30H react via pathways (4.14) and (4.15). It is possible for reaction (4.13) to 

V(CO); + CH30D -----+ V(CO)4(CH20r + (CO,HD) (Rxn 4.14) 

V(CO); + 13CH30H -----+ V(CO)4e3CH20r + (CO,H2 ) >90% (Rxn 4.15) 

proceed by a 1,1-mechanism to generate a substituted carbene, like structure VI (Fig. 

4.2). Early transition metal cations such as vanadium are known to have strong 

carbene bond strengths (D(Y+ -CH2)::=:77 kcal mor1)[4.23]. Also, steric hindrance, 

which is the case for the present complexes, favors a-hydrogen migration. However, 

deuterium labelling, reaction (4.14), verifies the reaction proceeds by a 1,2 

mechanism. 13C labelling, reaction (4.15), shows the incoming carbon from methanol 

is always retained on the metal center (>90% is reported because the SIN was 

insufficient to rule out loss of 13CO beyond this level). Scheme 4.1 shows a series of 

possible mechanisms involving initial oxidative addition of methanol bonds. If the 

initial step involved proton transfer, for example, one would expect to see some 
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amount of CH30- in the mass spectrum. If the initial step were displacement of CO 

by CH30H, one would expect similar displacements by larger alcohols or H20. Also, 

if ligand displacement were the first step in the reaction, V(CO)iCH30Ht would 

be expected as a product. Initial displacement of the ligand would result in a 

statistical partitioning of energy into the reaction products, and some portion of the 

V(CO)4(CH30Ht generated would be thermally cold and stable toward dissociation. 

Also, recent work by Allison and coworkers on the gas phase reactions of ligated Ni+ 

with aromatic compounds and CoCO+ with a variety of substituted alkanes indicates 

the initial weakly bound ligand is not always lost as the first step in the reaction[4.24]. 

In fact, many of the reactions of these highly unsaturated metal complexes proceed 

with retention of the ligand in the final product. One of the reactions reported, 

Ni(CO)t with (C6HS)CH(OH)CH3' was reported to lose H2 and two CO molecules 

as two separate steps, with loss of H2 occurring initially and elimination of CO from 

the excited product ion. Thus, we invoke oxidative addition as the first step, in 

analogy with recent results on the reaction of alcohols by other anionic metal 

complexes. 

This first step will generate a seven-coordinate vanadium complex. This is quite 

reasonable in light of the numerous seven-coordinate vanadium complexes which have 

been isolated[ 4.25]. In fact, early studies of seven-coordinate first row complexes 

were dominated by the chemistry of vanadium. The first step can result from 

oxidative addition of either a C-H or an O-H bond in methanol, both of which have 

been previously observed (addition of a C-O bond, while quite reasonable, would not 
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be productive on the reaction pathway to the bimolecular products observed). 

Addition of the O-H bond might be expected on the basis of the very strong oxygen 

bond strengths which have been reported for the early transition metals. However, 

based on steric arguments we believe the initial step to be addition of the C-H bond. 

A comparison of the initial bond inserted products shows the C-H pathway to be 

more sensitive to crowding of the metal center by substitution of alkyl groups for H· 

at the carbon center, whereas the O-H inserted structure should feel much less of an 

influence. Because methanol is observed to be the only reactive alcohol we believe 

this is due to steric considerations. The dehydrogenation of methanol requires 18 

kcal mo]"1[4.26] whereas the dehydrogenation of ethanol to acetaldehyde only 

requires 14.9 kcal mol-I, and dehydrogenation of propanol to propanal only requires 

10 kcal mo]"l, so energetic considerations should favor reaction with the larger 

alcohols. The O-H bond strengths in the alcohols used in the present study are all 

very close (104-105 kcal mol-I) which suggests this is not a cause for the differences 

in reactivity. The formation of the C-H inserted intermediate should be most 

sensitive to additional alkyl groups. Also, H20 is observed to be unreactive with 

V(CO)s, though this may by due to the fact that the O-H bond in H20 (-119 kcal 

mol-I) is stronger than the O-H bond in CH30H (-104 kcal mol-I). Finally, the 

electronic saturation around V(H)(OCH3)(CO)s would reduce the effect of multiple 

V-O bonding and thus decrease the oxophilicity of the V center in the present 

complex. 

Recent work has focussed on steric effects in gas phase ion-molecule reactions 
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of metal complexes and the role these effects play in changing the course of 

reactions[4.24]. This was most clearly exemplified in the halide abstraction reactions 

of NiL + (L=PF3, CO, Cp) with PhCHzX (X=Br, Cl). Ni+ and NiPFj react with 

both compounds while the reaction of NiCO+ with PhCHzCl is endothermic. 

However, NiCp + reacts with PhCHzCl and not with the energetically more favorable 

PhCHzBr. This is due to steric blocking of the PhCHz-(NiCp+)-Br intermediate. 

The less bulky CI can form the necessary C-Cl inserted intermediate complex. 

The next step in the reaction of V(CO)s with CH30H, after C-H insertion, 

cannot involve a B-H' migration, which is predominant in gas phase dehydrogenation 

mechanisms[4.1,4.10], because this would result in formation of a 19-electron metal 

center ([V(H)Z(CO)5CHZO]"). Migration of the metal bound hydrogen to one of the 

carbonyl groups is possible. This would be followed by another hydrogen migration 

from the oxygen (possibly via the metal center) to generate a bis-formaldehyde 

vanadium complex. This pathway is unlikely given the fact that there is no 

scrambling of the 13C from the incoming methanol, as would be expected from the 

bis-formaldehyde vanadium carbonyl anion. It is unreasonable to expect the 

formaldehyde generated from the incoming group to be bound more strongly than 

the leaving formaldehyde (i.e. axial vs. equatorial) at these high temperatures because 

all ligands should be continuously scrambling. 

The pathway marked with outlined arrows in Scheme 4.1 shows an alternative 

mechanism which we feel is the most plausible given the present evidence. It involves 

concerted loss of Hz from a cyclic intermediate formed from the initial bond inserted 
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product. This would generate an internally excited V(CO)sCHzO- complex which 

decomposes by loss of CO. Such a process indicates D(V(CO)4CHZO--CO) < 

D(V(CO)s-CHzO). 

Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the parent ion intensity from reaction (4.13) as a 

function of time. The "S" shape of the decay curve for V(CO)s can be attributed to 

two factors. The first portion of the decay is due to stray electrons in the cell 

remaining after the initial spray of electrons. These clectrons are not detccted due 

to their high cyclotron frequency (e- cyclotron frequencies are on the order of GHz 

at the present magnetic field values). The electrons are lost due to dissociative 

capture by V(CO)6' This results in continuous production of V(CO)s during the 

beginning of the reaction period. The electrons react away much faster than the ions 

do, and the curve falls off. The latter portion of the decay curve has a positive 

second derivative. This is because the initially formed V(CO)s is internally excited. 

It is probably not highly kinetically excited because the dissociating CO takes away 

most (87%) of the kinetic energy. This internally excited V(CO)s reacts faster than 

does the thermalized V(CO)s (the ions reacting during the latter portion of the 

reaction period). This indicates the reaction is slightly endothermic or there is an 

energetic barrier along the reaction coordinate. If there is a barrier along the 

reaction pathway it may be associated with the sterically hindered seven-coordinate 

transition state. These results also show that internal excitation can drive the 

dehydrogenation reaction which does not occur at thermal energies. 
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4.3.3 Reactions with Amines: 

The reactions of V(CO)s with small amines were investigated to further 

substantiate the proposal of a steric effect in the reaction intermediate. As expected, 

reaction with CH3NH2 results in dehydrogenation with loss of a carbonyl group, 

reaction (4.16). Other amines, including dimethylamine, ethylamine, and 

diethylamine are unreactive with V(CO)s. The dehydrogenation of methylamine to 

methylimine requires 37.5 kcal morl whereas 1,2 dehydrogenation of ethylamine 

requires only 13 kcal mol-I, dehydrogenation of the N-C bond in dimethylamine 

requires 21 kcal morl, and dehydrogenation of the N-C bond in diethylamine 

requires 21 kcal mol-I[4.26]. Thus, the reactivity trend for the amines is not likely 

due to differences in reaction exothermicity. This further supports the proposal of 

a steric effect in the reaction intermediate suggested for the case of the alcohols. 

The initial oxidative addition of CH3NH2 to V(CO)s results in the formation of a 

heptavalent complex (analogous to Scheme 4.1). A positive second derivative is also 

observed in the decay kinetics for reaction (4.16), proposed to be due to a barrier 

along the reaction coordinate which is associated with formation of a heptavalent 

complex. The temporal decay of the V(CO)s signal was similar to that obtained for 

the reaction with methanol (Figure 4.1) and the parent signal never decreased below 

-85% of the total ion current, supporting an endothermic reaction with CH3NH2. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Electron Transfer in Gas Phase Ligand Switching Reactions t 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Gas phase ion-molecule reactions exhibit many features which contrast with 

condensed phase reactions. Some of the unusual aspects of gaseous ion-molecule 

reactions can be traced to the long range electrostatic forces which occur in the initial 

stages of the reaction[5.1]. In condensed phases the charge on the reactant ion is 

shielded by the surrounding environment so neutral reactants do not feel a significant 

electric field outside of the solvation shell. However, gaseous molecules experience 

significant electrostatic forces at long range, especially highly polarizable neutrals or 

molecules with permanent dipoles. These ion-induced dipole and ion-dipole forces 

are the source of the very high collision cross sections for gas phase ion-molecule 

reactions[5.2]. These forces also result in the elimination of activation barriers for 

most gaseous ion reactions where barriers are present for their neutral 

counterparts[5.1]. Finally, these ion-molecule complexes can have very long lifetimes 

which allow sampling of a large number of reaction pathways[5.3]. 

Ligand switching reactions of gas phase metal ion complexes have been the focus 

of a number of recent studies[5.4]. Gas phase ligand switching reactions must 

proceed by an associative, rather than a dissociative mechanism, reaction (5.1)[5.5]. 

t Adapted with modification from: VanOrden, S. L.; Pope, R. M.; Buckner, S. 
W. Organometallics 1991, 10, 1089. 
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This is because the precursor ions are necessarily in thermal equilibrium, and any 

dissociation processes would be endothermic. Furthermore, dissociation prior to 

(Rxn 5.1) 

reaction would generate decomposition products, some of which would be obselVed 

in the mass spectrum. The simple ligand switching process has been used to 

determine ladders of relative metal ion-ligand binding strengths by assuming the 

absence of activation barriers and en tropic effects for the gas phase reactions. A few 

recent studies, however, have probed some of the dynamic aspects of ligand switching 

reactions. These obselVations have indicated that ligand displacement is not always 

driven by relative ligand binding strengths. In particular, McDonald and coworkers 

have proposed that ligand displacement reactions for some 17 e- metal complex 

anions might proceed by electron transfer within the initially formed ion-dipole 

complex, reaction (5.2)[5.6]. This is similar to the harpoon mechanism proposed for 

neutral alkali metal-halogen compound reactions[5.7]. Pan and Ridge subsequently 

ML1- + ~ ~ [MLl-···~]· ~ [MLl···~-]· ~ 

[ML1.c.; t ~ M.c.; + Ll 

(Rxn 5.2) 

studied the ligand switching reactions of Cr(CO)s with a variety of Iigands[5.8]. They 

noted that direct electron transfer from Cr(CO)s to most of the ligands was 

endothermic, but the ion-dipole complex formed in the initial stages of the reaction 

could energetically facilitate an electron transfer step to generate [Cr(CO)s· .. e] as 
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an intermediate. Within this complex, e binds to the nascent 16 e- complex, 

Cr(CO)s, which then decomposes by loss of carbonyl groups. Their proposal was 

based on the obselVation of rapid ligand displacement by ligands with high electron 

affinities and the absence of reaction for ligands with low electron affinities. Both 

of these studies involved reactions of 17 e- metal anion complexes. It has been 

suggested that singlet 16 e- complexes and 18 e- systems may not exhibit this type of 

behavior. 

This chapter reports the investigations of the reactions of V(CO)s with a variety 

of molecules in the gas phase. The results of these studies of ligand displacement 

reactions for this 16 e- complex suggest an initial electron transfer within the incipient 

ion-dipole complex which is driven by energy from the electrostatic complexation 

step. 
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Dissociative electron capture on V(CO)6 was used to generate V(CO)s, reaction 

(5.3, also see Chapter 2, reaction 2.5). For these studies the reaction was optimized 

V(CO)6 + e- ----... V(CO)~ + co (Rxn 5.3) 

by a 1-2msec, l.uamp pulse of O.leV electrons. Trapping voltages were maintained 

at -IV throughout the experiment. Reagent pressures were maintained at lxlO-5 torr 

(N2 equivalent) for V(CO)6 and 2xlO-5 torr for ligands and hydrocarbons. The 

system pressures were calibrated using the O-'/N20 system, as described in Chapter 

2. The following ion gauge sensitivity factors were estimated from values in reference 

5.9: maleic anhydride=5, phthalic anhydride=6, benzoquinone= 6.5, and 

(t-C4H9hNO' = 10.0. 

Bimolecular rate constants for V(CO)s reactions were obtained from plots of 

In[relative V(CO)s intensity1 vs. time using the above gauge corrections. Some of the 

plots of decay kinetics for the parent ion showed a slight negative second derivative 

for the first 1-30 msec of the reaction period. This is due to stray electrons 

remaining in the trapping cell after the initial electron beam pulse. After this short 

period, the plots were linear for at least three half lives of the parent ion intensity. 

Rate constants were obtained from the linear portions of the kinetic plots. After the 

electron beam pulse V(CO),S was isolated prior to reaction to remove any other ions 

formed. Branching ratios for primary reactions were based on product distributions 

at early reaction times in order to minimize effects from secondary reactions. 
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Product distributions for secondary reactions were based on the longest reaction 

times studied. 
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5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Many recent studies of ligand switching in metal complexes indicate the relative 

binding energies of the ligands determines the product branching ratios and kinetic 

behavior. Work by McDonald and coworkers[S.6] and Ridge and coworkers[S.8], 

however, suggests that 17 c- metal complexes must undergo an intermediate electron 

transfer step prior to ligand displacement. Presumably, the electron transfer step 

creates an empty orbital for coordination by two electron donors. For 17 e- systems 

the HOMO is half filled and cannot accept electron density from two electron 

donors. For 16 e- systems, if the ground state is a singlet, the metal complex should 

readily react with all two electron donors (for which the incoming ligand binding 

energy is greater than that of the leaving group) without the need for an intermediate 

electron transfer step. 

We have reacted V(CO).s, which formally has a 16 e- metal center, with a variety 

of ligands. Figure S.l shows a plot of the decay of the parent ion as a function of 

time for the reaction of V(CO).s with S02' Table S.l shows the reaction rates, 

product branching ratios, efficiencies, and associated electron affinities (EA) for the 

ligands[S.lO]. H20, CH3CN, and benzene, ligands which have previously been 

observed to readily displace CO in a variety of gas phase metal ion complexes, are 

unreactive with V(CO).s. Benzaldehyde and benzophenone are also unreactive, while 

similar ligands maleic and phthalic anhydride, and benzoquinone react efficiently to 

displace mUltiple CO ligands. Additionally, P(CH3)3' which can act as a lC acceptor, 

does not displace CO, while S02, which also acts as a lC acceptor, displaces multiple 
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TABLE 5.1 
Summary of Kinetic and Product Data for the Reaction of V(CO)s- with Neutral Molecules 

NEUTRAL 

HaO 

CH,CN 

dlmothylothor 

1-hoxene 

cyclohoxene 

benzene 

benzalcMhydo 

anthraceno 

benzophonono 

o-nltrotolusne 

nltrott.nzono 

EA kc.' mar' 

< 0 

0..43 

0.57 

0.62 

0.90 

1.01 

PRODUCT ION 
(ASSUMED HEUTRAL(SI1 

no reaction 

no reaction 

no reaction 

no reaction 

no reaction 

no reaction 

no r.actlon 

no r •• ctlon 

no r.actlon 

no r.actlon 

no r •• ctlon 

BRANCHING 
FRACTION 

.... 
cJ moIecuIo" .' 

< 10"· 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

< 10'" 

k_ RXN 

em' molecule" .' EFFICIENCY 

SECONDARY 
PRODUCTS 

~ 

~ 



NEUTRAL 

so. 

phthalic anhydride 

maleic anhydride 

p-benzoqulnono 

TABLE 5.1 
EA 

kca'mor' 

1.1 

1.21 

1.44 

1.91 

PRODUCT ION 
(ASSUMED NEUTRAL(Sl] 

V(CO).80; [CO] 

V(CO).80.- [2CO] 

V(CO).80; [3CO] 

V80; [SCO] 

V(CO).(PHTHr [CO] 

V(CO),(PHTHr [2CO] 

V(COMPHTHr [3CO] 

V(CO)(PHTHr [4CO] 

V(CO).(MAHr [CO] 

V(CO),(MAHr [2CO] 

V(CO).(MAHr [3CO] 

V(CO)(MAHr [4CO] 

V(CO),(BZQr [2CO] 

V(CO),(BZQr [3CO] 

BRANCHING 
FRACTION 

0.22 

0.68 

0.03 

0.07 

0.01 

0.27 

0.67 

0.05 

0.01 

0.47 

0.49 

0.03 

0.97 

0.03 

( Continued) 
lie. k_ RXN 

an' 1'I'IOIeCuIe.' .'. em' moIecuI4t'" .. ' EFFICIENCY 

9.9 C!2.5) X 10-11 1.4 X 10" 0.0071 

1.0 (~0.3) X 10-10 2.9 X 10-· 0.035 

6.0 (!.0.2) x 10"· 2.4 x 10'· 0.25 

2.7 (!.0.7) x 10-'· 9.2 x 10-'· 0.29 

SECONDARY 
PRODUCTS 

V(CO).(SO.); (66") 

V(CO).{SO.).- ( 14") 

V(CO)(PHTH); (100") 

V(MAH); (57") 

V(CO)(MAH).- (43") 

V(BZQ).- (35") 

V(CO)(BZQ).- (65") 1-0 

~ 



TABLE 5.1 ( Continued) 
EA PRODUCT ION BRANCHING kc. k_ RXN SECONDARY 

NEUTRAL kca' Il10/"' [ASSUMED NEUTRAL(SIl FRACTION em' molecule'" i' em' nxJIecuIe-' .-- EFFICIENCY PRODUCTS 

NO 0.02 Y(CO).NO- [CO] 0.03 5.4 C! 1.4) X 10-" 3.5 X 10-11 0.16 Y(COKNO),- (60") 

V(CO),NO- [2CO] 0.66 YCCO),(NO); (40") 

YCCO).NO- [3CO] 0.11 

(t-C.H.),NO "0.5' YCCO).NO(C.H.).- [2CO] 0.30 5.5 C!2.2) X 10·'· 2.4 X 10'" 0.0023 

Y(CO).NO(C.H.r [CO, C.H.] 0.01 

Y(CO).NO- [CO, 2C.H.] 0.56 

Y(CO),No(c.H.r [2CO, C.H.] 0.13 

a) See reference 5.15 

..... 
~ 
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CO ligands. It is expected that the (CO)4 Y- -CO bond will be relatively weak and 

that many of the unreactive ligands listed in Table S.l should have a stronger binding 

energy to the Y- center than CO, with the lack of reactivity due to mechanistic 

factors. 

The reactivity results shown in Table S.l reveal a correlation between reaction 

efficiency and ligand EA, with the exception of NO and di-tertbutyl nitroxide, which 

will be discussed later. This correlation suggests that an electron transfer may be 

involved for these ligand displacement reactions. If electron transfer is playing an 

important role in these ligand displacement reactions, it may indicate that the ground 

state of Y(CO)s is not a singlet. 

Figure S.2 shows simple ligand field diagrams for the two structures of Y(CO)s 

which are most reasonable, trigonal bipyramidal(TBP) and square pyramidal(SPY). 

CO is a strong field ligand, and for the case of TBP it is expected that there will be 

two unpaired electrons; one in the dx2_y2 and one in the dxy. For the Spy structure 

a singlet would be expected. It is possible, but unlikely, that the axial V-CO bond 

is sufficiently elongated to reduce the energy of the dz2 orbital such that the triplet 

configuration is lowest in energy. Initial matrix isolation EPR studies by Kundig and 

Ozin suggested 16 e- pentacarbonyl complexes have a TBP structure[S.l1]. 

Additional matrix isolation EPR and infrared spectroscopic studies of neutral Y(CO)s 

indicate it has a slightly distorted trigonal bipyramidal structure[S.12,S.13]. Gas phase 

studies of Y(CO)s generated by photolysis of Y(CO)6 are not conclusive as to 

structure[S.14]. Theoretical results are not in agreement as to the structure of 
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V(CO)s, with distorted TBP and Spy structures both proposed. However, theoretical 

results indicate both are low lying structures[5.15]. The experimental results generally 

suggest V(CO)s has a D3h structure or is slightly distorted toward C;v[5.11-5.14]. A 

TBP (D3h) structure for V(CO)s would indicate the ground state is a triplet. 

For the TBP structure the relevant acceptor orbital for a ligand displacement 

reaction will be either the rlxy or the ~2_y2' as binding to these orbitals will result in 

an octahedral complex. The diagrams in Figure 5.2 indicate both of these orbitals 

are half-filled and cannot accept electron density from a two electron donor. For the 

SPY structure an incoming ligand will bind along the z-axis. The appropriate orbital 

for metal-ligand bond formation, dz2, may be low in energy and singly occupied or 

high in energy and anti-bonding (singlet configuration), depending on the splitting of 

the dxz and dz2 orbitals. Neither the singlet nor the triplet configurations of the Spy 

structure can directly bind to a two electron donor. An electron transfer from a 

singlet configuration would result in a half-fiJ]ed orbital which stiJ] could not bind a 

two electron donor. Thus, the above data, along with the reactions of the radicals 

NO, and (t-C4H9hNO', suggest V(CO)s is a triplet. The reaction rates in Table 5.1 

are consistent with an intermediate electron transfer step from the metal complex to 

the ligand. For a singly occupied acceptor orbital, electron transfer results in a 

vacant orbital for bonding with a two electron donor ligand. Thus, the results 

indicate V(CO)s is a triplet with the possibility of a TBP structure or an Spy 

structure with the dz2 and dxz orbitals lying close in energy. 
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Two exceptions to the correlation of reaction efficiency with ligand electron 

affinity are NO· and (t-C4H9hNO·, which have low EA's[S.16] but react to displace 

CO. Since both of these molecules are radicals they can function as one or three 

electron donors. Thus, they can directly bond to a half-filled orbital without an 

electron transfer step by acting as a one electron donor. The reaction with 

(t-C4H9)2NO· also results in a loss of t-butyl groups from the ligand. The loss of 

t-butyl groups presumably occurs by activation of a C-N bond by the unsaturated 

metal center after displacement of CO. NO· displaces CO from V(CO)s with much 

higher efficiency than (t-C4H 9)2NO·. This is due to a steric effect introduced by the 

bulky t-butyl groups which significantly reduce the ability of the ligand to enter the 

coordination sphere. 

Interestingly, Cr(CO)s, which is a doublet, also reacts readily with NO· to 

displace a carbonyl group, reaction (S.4). This was initially observed by McDonald 

Cr(CO)~· + NO· -----+ Cr(CO)4NO- + CO (Rxn S.4) 

and coworkers in the high pressure flowing afterglow reactor. We have also observed 

this reaction to be facile at low pressures in the FT-ICR spectrometer. This is the 

only direct ligand displacement reaction that has been observed for Cr(CO)s and a 

ligand with low electron affinity. 

One other reaction recently reported which has a bearing on the present results 

is the oxidation of V(CO)s by O2, reactions (S.5)-(S.9). Squires and coworkers have 

observed O2 (a triplet) to react with a variety of transition metal complexes[S.17]. 
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V(CO); + O2 ---- .... VO; + 5CO 43% (Rxn 5.5) 

I 
--.... V(CO)02- + 4CO 35% (Rxn 5.6) 

I 
-- .... V(CO)30; + 2CO 11% (Rxn 5.7) 

I 
--.... V(CO)30- + CO + [CO + 0] 7% (Rxn 5.8) 

I 
--.... V(CO)402- + CO 4% (Rxn 5.9) 

For 17-electron complexes, the reaction is proposed to proceed via a homolytic bond 

formation process coupling the two radicals. In the case of V(CO)s the mechanism 

was proposed to proceed via initial .n-coordination by 02 (V(CO),S was assumed to 

be a singlet). The present results suggest, however, that a radical mechanism may 

also be involved in reactions (5.5)-(5.9), which would explain the similar rates of 

reaction observed with other metal carbonyl anions. 

The overall mechanism for ligand displacement in V(CO)s is shown in reaction 

(5.10), based on the initial mechanism suggested by Pan and Ridge[5.8]. Initially, the 

formation of an ion-dipole complex supplies -15 kcal!mol for the intermediate to use 

V(CO); + L ~ [V(CO);"'Lt ~ [V(CO)s'''L -r ~ 
[LV(CO);]· ~ LV(CO);_x + xCO 

(Rxn 5.10) 

in overcoming the energetic barrier to a one electron transfer from the metal 

complex to the ligand. Mter electron transfer, the empty orbital on the metal center 

can accept two electron donation from the negatively charged ligand. The formation 
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of a strong metal-ligand bond results in subsequent decomposition of the metal 

complex via loss of carbonyl groups. 

Figure 5.3 illustrates system potential energy as a function of extent of reaction 

for the displacement of CO from V(CO)s by S02[5.18]. The intermediate barrier in 

the reaction arises due to the electron transfer from V(CO)s to the ligand. This 

electron transfer step requires energy due to two factors, including the lower electron 

affinity of the ligand relative to V(CO)s and the geometry change during the electron 

transfer process[5.19]. As the ligand electron affinity decreases the intermediate 

barrier height increases. From the data in Table 5.1 it is clear that the reaction 

efficiency (kExp/kADo) for ligand displacement increases as the electron affinity of 

the ligand increases above 1.1 eV. Each of the observed reactions is highly 

exothermic as exemplified by the extensive loss of carbonyls for all reactive ligands. 

All reactive ligands studied displace at least three carbonyl groups, indicating the 

ligand switching process is highly exothermic for all reactive ligands. However, the 

reaction rates are relatively slow, and S02 displaces CO with very low efficiency. The 

high exothermicity coupled with observation of low reaction efficiency is consistent 

with an intermediate bottleneck to reaction. 

Though Cr(CO)s does not undergo secondary reaction with NO', and most of the 

other reports on ligand displacements with 17 e- metal complexes which implicate 

electron transfer as an intermediate step do not indicate the presence of secondary 

reactions, V(CO)s is observed to undergo secondary reactions with all of the ligands 

which have a primary displacement pathway. Additionally, there are no tertiary or 
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higher order reactions observed. The secondary reactions do not appear to be 

limited due to steric effects since V(CO)s reacts with NO and S02 only twice. The 

secondary reactions of V(CO)s may be due to its second unpaired electron. This 

reaction would require the same intermediate electron transfer step that is operative 

in the primary reactions. For the larger ligands, maleic anhydride, phthalic 

anhydride, and p-benzoquinone, the final products are, most likely, sandwich 

complexes or sandwich compounds with one carbonyl group on the metal center. 



CHAPTER 6 

Chlorine Atom Transfer in Gas Phase Ligand Switching 
Reactions of V(CO)s t 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

134 

As discussed in Chapter 5, ligand exchange reactions of gas phase transition metal 

complexes are not always controlled by relative ligand binding strengths. V(CO)s was 

found to parallel the electron transfer initiated reactions of the 17 e- complexes found 

in the literature. Another type of reaction which has been observed to proceed via 

an electron transfer type mechanism is the halogen atom transfer reactions of 17 e-

metal complex anions[6.1]. A correlation was observed between the rate of halogen 

atom transfer, reaction (6.1), and the rate for thermal electron attachment of a series 

ML(CO);' + RX ----.... XML(CO);_l + co + R· (Rxn 6.1) 

of halomethanes and haloethanes. A harpoon mechanism was proposed in which 

electron transfer from the metal complex to the haloalkane resulted in dissociation 

of the nascent haloalkane anion to form X- and an alkyl radical. X- then binds to the 

metal center to generate an LnM--X complex. Condensed phase studies of halogen 

transfer reactions to 17 e- complexes have been proposed to occur by halogen atom 

abstraction[6.2], while for 18 e- complexes initial electron transfer is significant[6.3]. 

t Adapted with minor modifications from: VanOrden, S. L.; Pope, R. M.; 
Buckner, S. W. Organometallics, 1991, 10, 1089. 
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This chapter presents the investigation of halogen atom transfer reactions with 

V(CO)s. Comparison of the rates for V(CO)s/chloromethane reactions with various 

thermochemical properties indicates breaking of the C-Cl bond is the rate 

determining step. This precludes an electron transfer step, and suggests a mechanism 

involving direct chlorine atom transfer or oxidative addition of the C-Cl bond to the 

metal center. 
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6.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 6.1 shows the reaction rates, reaction efficiencies, branching ratios, and 

associated thermochemical data for the reaction of V(CO)s with the chlorine 

substituted methanes. The chloromethanes react via pathways (6.2)-(6.5). 

V(CO); + CH
x
CI

4
_
x 

----_o V(CO),Cl- + CH
x
CI

3
_
x 

(Rxn 6.2) 

I 
---0 V(CO)4Cr + co + CHxCI3_x (Rxn 6.3) 

I 
---0 V(CO)3C1- + 2CO + CHxCI3_x (Rxn 6.4) 

I 
---0 V(CO)3HCr + 2CO + CHx_1CI3_x (Rxn 6.5) 

In a study of the reactions of 11 17 e- anionic metal complexes with 14 C1 and 

<; halogen substituted compounds, McDonald and coworkers noted a correlation 

between the rate of thermal electron attachment and the rate for the halogen atom 

transfer reaction[6.1]. They attributed this to the presence of an initial electron 

transfer step for the halogen atom transfer process. Addition of the halocarbon with 

loss of the carbonyl was obselVed in only two cases (Fe(CO)4" with CF3X (Br and J) 

accounting for 27% and 12% of the products, respectively). Another salient feature 

of their results was that none of the 17 e- metal ion complexes were obselVed to react 

with CH3Cl and only Re(COh(C:,Hs>" was obselVed to react with CH2CI2• 

For the present reactions shown in Table 6.1 it is clear there is not a correlation 

between the rate for thermal electron attachment and the rate of V(CO)s 

reaction[6.4]. Additionally, there is no correlation between the reaction rate and the 
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TABLE 6 .. 1 
Summary of Kinetic and Product Data for the Reaction of Y(CO)II- with Chloromethanea 

D1R-CI] kftA PRODUCT ION BRANCHING 
kear'mar' errf moIec:lIIe" ." (ASSUMED NEUTRAL(S)] FRACTION 

70.3 3.9 X 10" Y(Co).cr rCCI,] 0.01 

YCCo).cr [CO, 'CCI,] 0.63 

YCCO),cr [2CO, 'CCI,) 0.36 

79.2 4.4 X 10" YCCO).cr rCHCI,] 0.07 

YCCo).cr [CO, ·CHCI.] 0.77 

YCCO),Hcr [CO, O-C-CCI,] 0.05 

VCCO)lcr [2CO, ·CHCI.) 0.11 

kiD' kADO 
em' moleeull,.' .. ' em' molecule-' .-' 

2.4 C !.O.6) X 10'" 8.2 X 10'" 

2.6 C!.O.7) X 10'" 1.0 x 10" 

RXN 
EFFICIENCY 

0.30 

0.26 

SECONDARY 
PRODUCTS 

Y(CO),Cli ' (100") 

YCCO)ICI,' C 100'" 

I-" 
W 
~ 



TABLE 6.1 ( Continued) 
D'(R-CI) k ... 

NEUTRAL kcar'mor' Old I'DIIIIouIIr' .-' 

PROD.UCT ION 
[ASSUMED NEUTRAL(S)) 

BRANCHING 
FRACTION 

CH,CI, 82.8 4.8 x 10·" V(CO).cr fCH.CI) 0.28 

V(Co).cr [CO, ·CH.CI) 0.07 

V(CO).Hcr [2CO, O-CaCHCI) 0.54 

V(Co).cr [2CO. ·CH.CI) 0.13 

CH.CI 83.8 < 2 x 10·" V(Co).cr [CO, ·CH.] 0.87 

V(Co).cr [2CO,·CH.) 0.33 

CF.CI 8tU 1.8 x 10·" No R.actlon 

k.., k_ RXN 
cnf molecule·' •• , cnf moIec:uIe.'.' EFFICIENCY 

4.9 (!2.0) x 10·" 1.3 x 10·' 0.0038 

8.9 (!2.2) x 10·" 1.8 x 10" 0.0005 

< 10·" 

SECONDARY 
PRODUCTS 

..... 
W 
00 
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electron affinity of the corresponding chloromethane. CH3C], which has not 

previously been observed to attach electrons at thermal energies, reacts via CI· 

transfer and HCI transfer. CF3CI, which attaches thermal energy electrons at a rate 

comparable to CH2C]2' is unreactive with V(CO)s. The data in Table 6.1, however, 

reveal a rough correlation between the C-CI bond dissociation energy and the rate 

of reaction. This may suggest either a direct chlorine atom transfer mechanism or 

a reaction initiated by insertion of V into the C-C] bond is occurring. These two 

possibilities are depicted in Scheme 6.1. 

McElvaney and Allison have studied the reactions of Fe(CO)3,4' Cr(CO)3_5' 

Co(CO)i,3, and CoNO(CO)i,2 with the C1 to C6 ch]oroa]kanes and observed a variety 

of products corresponding to C] atom transfer, addition of the chloroalkane with loss 

of carbony]s, and addition of HCI with loss of carbonyls[6.5]. These reactions were 

suggested to proceed via initial insertion into the C-C] bond. For V(CO)s, reactions 

with CHCI3 and CH2Cl2 result in significant amounts of HCI addition to V(CO)s. 

This would be consistent with an initial oxidative addition of the C-C] bond to the 

metal center followed by carbonyl insertion into the V-CHxCI3_x bond[6.6]. This 

complex can then undergo a concerted ,B-hydrogen transfer to the V center and loss 

of 1,1-dich]oroketene (or chloroketcne). The nascent (CO)4V(H)Cr can then lose 

a carbonyl ligand to form the observed products. This mechanism is shown on the 

right in Scheme 6.1. 

An unusual aspect of the chlorine atom transfer reactions is that although the 

rate constants decrease from CC]4 to CH3CI by more than two orders of magnitude, 
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the number of carbonyls lost in the final products remains similar. Though the 

reaction of CH3CI is highly exothermic, as exemplified by the loss of two carbonyl 

ligands in the product, the efficiency is quite low. This suggests the reaction has an 

activation barrier. The obvious correlation between the reaction efficiency and the 

bond dissociation energy for the corresponding chloroalkane, indicates that C-CI 

bond cleavage is associated with the height of the activation barrier. 

The four reactive chlorocarbons generate a secondary product corresponding to 

V(COhCli which grows into the mass spectrum slowly at long reaction times. No 

other higher order reactions products were observed up to reaction times of -200 

msec with halocarbon pressures of lxlO-6 torr (corrected pressure). 



CHAPTER 7 

Decarboxylation in the Gas Phase Reactions of 0-· 
with Metal Carbonyl Complexest 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Although gas phase inorganic chemistry has been a very active field during the 

past decade[7.1,7.2], there have been relatively few studies of the reactions of 

negative ions with neutral transition metal complexes. The reactions which have been 

investigated have mainly focussed on nucleophilic addition reactions with carbonyl 

complexes. Foster and Beauchamp investigated the reactions of F- and C:zH50- with 

Fe(CO)5 in an ion cyclotron resonance spectrometer[7.3], and found both anions to 

react via pathway (7.1). Subsequently, Squires and coworkers have investigated the 

A - + Fe(CO)s ---... Fe(CO)~ - + 2CO (Rxn 7.1) 

reactions of various bare[7.4] and solvated[7.5] anions with Fe(CO)5 which proceed 

via a variety of reaction pathways including electron transfer, direct attachment, 

hydride abstraction, proton transfer, and nucleophilic attachment. Further work by 

Squires and coworkers studied nucleophilic activation of metal carbonyl complexes, 

directed toward developing an understanding of the homogeneously catalyzed water-

gas shift reaction (WGSR) and, in particular, the generation of CO2 in this 

t Adapted with minor changes from: VanOrden, S. L.; Buckner, S. W. 
Polyhedron 1991,10,2487. 
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process[7.6]. There have been proposals that CO2 is generated either by 

decomposition of a carboxylic acid anion (M(CO)x_l(COOH)") or the conjugate base 

metallocarboxylate (M(CO)x_l (COOf-)[7.7]. The recent gas phase work investigating 

this problem has focussed on the formation and decomposition of isolated metal 

carboxylic acid anions[7.6]. These results have indicated that a large barrier exists to 

decarboxylation of these species, with decomposition of Fe(CO)4(COOH)" occurring 

exclusively by loss of CO, reaction (7.2). 

This chapter presents results of the reactions of the highly reactive anion 0-'[7.8] 

with a variety of neutral metal complexes. This study was undertaken in an effort to 

generate gas phase metallocarboxylates and study their decomposition pathways. We 

observe these gas phase metallocarboxylates to decompose exclusively via loss of CO2• 

The relationship of metallocarboxylates to the WGSR has been previously 

discussed[7.7,7.9]. 
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7.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Typical reagent gas pressures (N2 equivalent) were -3x10-5 torr (N20) with 

-2x10-7 torr of the metal complex. 0-' was generated by N20 dissociative electron 

capture as discussed in Chapter 2 (reaction 2.3). Stray electrons remaining in the 

trapping cell after the initial electron beam pulse can undergo efficient dissociative 

electron attachment by the metal carbonyl complexes (reaction 2.5)[7.12]. To verify 

that the metal containing anion products were strictly due to ion-molecule reactions, 

all ions present in the cell were ejected 35 msec after the electron beam pulse. In 

a subsequent delay (20 to 100 msec) after the ejection pulse, no ions were produced. 

This indicates that 35 msec after the electron beam pulse, no electrons remained in 

the cell to be attached by the reagent gases. The 35 millisecond delay was retained 

in the experimental sequence to eliminate trapped electrons and serve as a 

thermalization period for the 0- (-40 collisions of 0-' with neutrals in the ICR cell). 

Swept double resonance ejection pulses were used to isolate 0-' after the 35 msec 

formation and cooling periods, and prior to reaction with the metal complex of 

interest[7.13]. NO-, generated by the reaction of 0-' with background N20, was 

continuously ejected during the reaction period to prevent direct electron transfer 

from NO- (electron affinity = 20 me V) to the metal carbonyl complexes. 

For measurement of the relative rate constants for the reactions of 0-' with the 

metal carbonyls it was necessary to determine relative ion gauge sensitivities for the 

neutral complexes. Obtaining absolute rates for reactions (7.3)-(7.5), which would 

allow determination of absolute ion gauge sensitivities for the metal carbonyls, is not 
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feasible in our instrument due to difficulties in determining absolute ion abundances. 

However, by simultaneously measuring the relative intensities of V(CO)s, Cr(CO)s, 

V(CO)6 + e- ----+ V(CO); + CO 

Cr(CO)6 + e- ----+ Cr(CO); + CO 

Fe(CO)s + e- ----+ Fe(CO)~ + CO 

(Rxn 7.3) 

(Rxn 7.4) 

(Rxn 7.5) 

and Fe(CO)4 generated in reactions (7.3)-(7.5) and comparing these with the 

respective literature rate constants of 1.6xlO-B cm3 molecule-l sec-I, 2.8xlO-B cm3 

molecule-l sec-I, and 1.1xlO-8 cm3 molecule-l sec-I[7.12] it is possible to determine the 

relative ion gauge sensitivities. For the reactions discussed below the relative rate 

constants were determined using the uncorrected ion gauge pressure reading and 

dividing by the relative ion gauge sensitivity. 
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7.3 RESULTS 

Under the present low pressure conditions, 0-' reacts with V(CO)6' Cr(CO)6' 

Fe(CO)s, and Mn(Me-Cp)(COh (Me-Cp = methylcyclopentadienyl) via pathways 

(7.6) and (7.7). No reaction is observed with ferrocene and cobaltocene, although 

nucleophilic attack on metallocenes has been observed in solution. Figures 7.1a-c 

0-' + M(CO)x ---- M(CO);_1 + [CO + 0] (Rxn 7.6) 
(M = V, Cr, Fe) 

0-' + Mn(Me-Cp)(CO)3 ---... Mn(Me-Cp)(CO)~ + [CO + 0] (Rxn 7.7) 

show mass spectra corresponding to reaction (7.6). The relative rate constants for 

the reactions of the homoleptic carbonyl complexes are given in Table 7.1. 

The neutral products from reactions (7.6) and (7.7) are not detected in the mass 

spectrum but can be inferred from thermochemical considerations. For Fe(CO)s, 

dissociative electron attachment is exothermic by 14± 10 kcal morl[7.15]. 

Consideration of the high electron affinity of oxygen[7.16] makes a simple electron 

transfer mechanism, as in reaction (7.8), endothermic by -20±1O kcal mol-I. 

Reaction(7.9), which results in formation of CO2, is exothermic by 106±10 kcal morl. 

0-' + Fe(CO)s ---- Fe(CO); + CO + 0 flHRXN ::: 20±1O kcal mor l (Rxn 7.8) 

0-' + Fe(CO)s ---... Fe(CO); + CO2 flHRXN ::: -l06±lO kcal mor l (Rxn 7.9) 
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TABLE 7.1 
Rate Constants for Metal Carbonyl Reactions alb 

Neutral 
Relative rate Rate constant for 
constant for dissociative electron 

Metal 
reaction with attachment by metal 

Carbonyl 0-. c carbonyl d 

V(CO)e 1.0 (+0.5) 6 X 10-8 

Cr(CO)6 0.31 (+0.16) 3 X 10-7 

Fe(CO)s 0.17 (+0.08) 2 X 10-7 

a) All rate constants in cm3 molecule-I S-I. 
b) Collision frequency for the ion-molecule encounters is 3.5x10-9 cm3 molecule-I S-I 

based on a(M(CO).)=33A3. 
c) Relative rate constants are corrected for relative ion gauge sensitivities for 

the· neutral metal carbonyls. 
d) See reference 1. 12. ..... 

Ul o 



TABLE 7.2 
Energetics for the Reaction of 0-' with Metal Complexes a 

~H.u,. (CO + 0) .1H.oo. (CO2) Total 
REACTION al Neutral 8S Neutral COl Product 

Products Product D[MCCO)._2CO] b Internal Energy Internal Energy 

0-' + FeCCO)& 20 + 12 -106 + 12 c < 33 .. 56 ( 89 + 12 - -

0-' 0+ CrCCO)e 19 + 5 -107 + 5 d < 62, > 35 .. 56 ( 118 + 12 - -

0-' + VCCO)e 29 + 15 -97 + 15- NA 

0-' + MnCMe-Cp)CCO), 29 + 15 -97 + 15- NA -

a) All energies in kcal marl 
b) See reference 7.18 
c) See reference 7.15 
d) See reference 7. 19 
e) See reference 7.20 

..... 
VI ..... 
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Energetics for reactions (7.6) and (7.7) are given in Table 7.2 and indicate that CO2 

is generated as the neutral product[7.17-7.20]. 

The reactions of 0-· contrast those of many previously studied nucleophiles, in 

that the incoming oxygen atom is lost as part of the neutral product[7.4,7.21]. 

Mn(Me-Cp)(COh reacts with the nucleophiles NHi (AHaciiNH3)= 403.6 kcal 

motl)[7.22] and F-(AHacid(HF) = 371.5 kcal mol-I) via deprotonation, reaction 

(7.10), with no nucleophilic activation at the carbonyl[7.23]. However, 0-·, which has 

a proton affinity between F and NHi(8Hacid(OH')= 381 kcal motl), reacts via 

decarboxylation, reaction (7.7), with no proton transfer observed. In contrast to 

reaction (7.7), solution studies of the reactions of Mn(Me-Cp)(COh with closed shell 

anions indicate nucleophilic attack occurs preferentially at the hydrocarbon[7.24]. 

Coupling of reaction (7.9) with the lack of reactivity of Cl- with Mn(Me-Cp)(COh, 

due to its lower proton affinity (AHacid(HCI) = 333 kcal mol-I) we can bracket the 

gas phase acidity of the Mn complex, yielding 333 kcal motl«AHacid(Mn(Me-Cp) 

(COh) <372 kcal mot i
. 
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7.4 DISCUSSION 

Previous work on nucleophilic activation of metal carbonyl complexes has 

suggested that the basicity of the nucleophile plays an important role. Stronger bases 

result in the elimination of the most carbonyls and as basicity decreases fewer 

carbonyls are lost. Weak bases are reactive only under termolecular conditions, 

forming adduct species. Because Squires and coworkers perform their studies with 

a flowing afterglow system, some of the reactive intermediates are quenched by the 

helium buffer gas. These intermediates are crucial to understanding the overall 

nucleophilic activation mechanism, shown in Scheme 7.1. Initially, the nucleophile 

attacks the carbonyl carbon to form a metal-acyl complex. This activated complex 

can dispose of its excess energy by collision with a neutral molecule as in the high 

pressure flow reactor studies, or by loss of a carbonyl. If the reactive complex loses 

a carbonyl the unsaturated metal center forms an M-X bond by migratory 

deinsertion. In turn, this excited complex can also be quenched by collision with a 

neutral under high pressure conditions or decompose by loss of another carbonyl 

group. 

An interesting aspect of the reactions with 0-', a relatively strong base, is that the 

metal carbonyl anion products are not observed to undergo subsequent 

decomposition, even though the reactions with 0-' are more than 95 kcal mol-1 

exothermic. Recent photodissociation studies performed in our lab have indicated 

D(Fe(CO)3-CO)<33 kcal mol-1 and 33 kcal mol-1<D(Cr(CO)4-CO)<62 kcal 

mor1[7.18] (see Table 7.2). The lack of furthercarbonyl loss from the ionic products 
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generated in reaction (7.6) indicates the metal carbonyl anion products are generated 

with less internal energy than the first metal anion-carbonyl binding energy. 

Therefore, a large portion of the reaction exothennicity must appear as excitation of 

CO2 and/or as relative translational energy of the products. From simple energy 

randomization considerations the above result is unexpected. For example, in the 

Cr(CO)6 reaction the product metal carbonyl complex (Cr(CO),S) has 27 vibrational 

modes while the CO2 has only 4 vibrational modes. Additionally, the metal complex 

product has many low frequency vibrational modes which are not present for CO2• 

This will result in a higher density of states for Cr(CO)s. Both of these contributions 

indicate that, based on simple statistical considerations, Cr(CO)s should be generated 

with a much higher internal excitation than CO2• Given the high exothermicities for 

the reactions shown in Table 7.2 (>95±15 kcal mol-I) the metal complexes produced 

in reactions (7.6) and (7.7) would be expected to undergo further decarbonylation. 

Similar behavior has recently been observed by Hack and Rossing in the reaction 

of triplet oxygen atoms with Cr(CO)6[7.25]. Interestingly, this reaction also proceeds 

with exclusive loss of CO2, reaction (7.11). This reaction is quite exothermic 

(Rxn 7.11) 

(~HRXN(7.11) = -90 kcal morl ). The decomposition of Cr(CO)5 only requires 40 

kcal morl, suggesting that Cr(CO)4 should be generated. However, kinetic evidence 

suggests the Cr(CO)5 product generated in reaction (7.11) does not decompose. In 

their study the only product directly observed in the gas phase was CO2• Thus, the 
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lack of fragmentation of the nascent Cr(CO)s was not based on direct obseIvations. 

The results are, however, consistent with the present results for the reactions of 0-', 

where the metal complexes are not observed to decompose. 

There are two reasonable mechanisms which can account for the apparent non

statistical partitioning of exothermicity into the products of reactions (7.6) and (7.7). 

The first is an addition/elimination mechanism. A second mechanism, initiated by 

electron transfer, is also consistent with the product energy distributions. 

Scheme 7.2 shows a possible radical addition/elimination mechanism for the 

reaction of 0-' with the metal complexes. Previous studies of nucleophilic addition 

to metal carbonyls have involved closed shell nuc1eophiles. However, for 0-' the 

highest occupied orbital will contain the unpaired electron, and initial addition 

involves this orbital. It is likely that the reaction of the radical Oep) studied by 

Hack and Rossing involves this mechanism[7.25]. The intermediate 

metallocarboxylate which is generated can decompose via loss of CO2. The 

decomposition involves elimination of a highly bent CO2 from the complex. 

Structures for a variety of metallocarboxylate anions and metallocarboxylic acid 

anions have been obtained and the O-C-O bond angles are generally close to 

1200 [7.7,7.26]. Assuming a bond angle of 1200 for the present complexes, the nascent 

CO2 would be formed with a ca 1200 bend, which corresponds to vibrational 

excitation on the order of 56 kcal mol-! in the bending mode[7.27,7.28]. Upon 

decomposition it is likely that the metal carbonyl anion products will also be 

generated in a distorted geometry. However, the metal carbonyl anions are highly 
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fluxional with low barriers to isomerization (i.e., square pyramidal to trigonal 

bipyramidal) and, thus, the internal energies associated with the geometric distortions 

of the carbonyl anionic products will be very small. 

Given the bond dissociation energies for the metal carbonyl complexes shown in 

Table 7.2 along with the observation that the product ions do not undergo loss of 

CO, less than 62 kcal mo]"l must be deposited into the Cr(CO)s product for the 

energy partitioning to be consistent with our results. Assuming CO2 contains 56± 12 

kcal mol-l of vibrational excitation implies a total of < 118 ± 12 kcal mo]"l is deposited 

into internal excitation of the products for the Cr(CO)6 reaction, which is within 

experimental error of the reaction exothermicity. This is also the case for the 0-·/ 

Fe(CO)s reaction; the sum of the upper limit on the internal excitation of M(CO)~_l 

and the vibrational excitation of CO2 expected for an addition/elimination mechanism 

is very close (within experimental error) to the reaction exothermicity. Thus, this 

mechanism is consistent with absence of fragmentation of the metal carbonyl anion 

products. 

An alternative to the addition mechanism involves electron transfer within the 

nascent ion-induced dipole complex, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. Many 

reactions, including ligand switching[7.29-7.31], halogen atom transfer[7.32], and small 

group transfer reactions[7.33], have been shown to be initiated by electron transfer 

in the collision complex. The basic mechanism is shown in Scheme 7.3. After 

formation of the ion-neutral collision complex, dissociative electron transfer can occur 

from 0-· to the metal carbonyl. As discussed above, direct dissociative electron 
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transfer with formation of 0, CO, and M(CO)~_I is endothermic. However, the ion-

induced dipole complexation energy (-15 kcal mol-I) can facilitate an intermediate 

electron transfer to generate an [0'" CO· .. M(CO)~_d complex. Within this 

complex, 0 and CO can combine to generate (C02)., This produces the complex 

[M(CO)~_(' . (C02).], with the energy localized in the CO2 moiety. The complex will 

decompose before full energy redistribution can occur. This mechanism would also 

result in most of the reaction exothermicity partitioned into vibrational excitation of 

CO2 while M(CO)~_I would be generated with little internal excitation, which is 

consistent with the absence of fragmentation of M(CO)~_I' 

Both of the proposed reaction mechanisms, addition/elimination and electron 

transfer, are consistent with the available reaction energetics and the observed metal 

carbonyl energy disposal and suggest most of the reaction exothermicity will be 

channeled into CO2 excitation. Previous studies of electron transfer initiated 

reactions have observed a correlation between the rate constant for thermal electron 

attachment for the incoming neutral (corresponding to M(CO)x in this investigation) 

with the rate constant for the ion-molecule reaction under study[7.32]. A comparison 

of the relative rate constants for the metal carbonyl reactions with the rate for 

dissociative electron capture by the corresponding metal carbonyl, shown in Table 7.1, 

clearly demonstrates that a correlation does not exist suggesting the electron transfer 

process is not important for the present reactions. The present results suggest that 

gas phase M(CO)x_I(C02Y (M=V, Cr, Fe), generated by nucleophilic addition, 

decompose preferentially by loss of CO2, with no loss of CO observed. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Mechanistic and Kinetic Aspects of Chemical Ionization Mass 
Spectrometry of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons and their 

Halogen Substituted Analogs Using Oxidizing Reagents. 
A Ge/MS and FfMS Study.t 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

161 

The mass spectral properties of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (P AHs) have 

been extensively investigated owing to their biological and environmental 

importance[8.1]. The high structural stability afforded by the extended lr electronic 

structure of these compounds results in very little fragmentation upon electron impact 

(EI) ionization[8.2]. The dominant feature in their mass spectra is the molecular ion 

with a less abundant multiply charged molecular ion and a few low abundance 

fragment ions. Thus, isomeric P AHs are not distinguished under normal EI 

conditions. Also, the dissociation spectra of these compounds have very similar 

fragmentation patterns, as the energy necessary for activation is high enough for 

various isomers to rearrange to common structures prior to decomposition[8.2]. 

Chemical ionization (CI) is often used in cases in which the molecular ion is 

either absent or is of low abundance in the EI spectrum. In these cases CI generates 

a closed-shell species with a low, narrow internal energy distribution which results in 

an abundant molecular or pseudo-molecular ion. This approach would seem, at first 

glance, to be unnecessary for the determination of a P AH where the molecular ion 

t Adapted with minor changes from: VanOrden, S. L.; Malcomson, M. E.; 
Buckner, S. W. Anal. Chim. Acta 1991, 246, 199. 
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is quite abundant and the important fragment ions, which might be useful in 

differentiating isomers, are absent from the spectrum. However, chemical ionization 

of P AHs has recently been shown to be quite useful[8.3-8.6]. This results from the 

unique reaction pathways available to the CI reagent ion with various isomeric 

compounds. Specifically, some recent studies of oxidizing plasmas (eg. 02 and CO2) 

indicate striking differences in the negative-ion mass spectra for many P AH 

isomers[8.4-8.6]. 

This chapter presents the work of our investigation of the negative ion chemical 

ionization (NICI) mass spectra of some small PAHs and their substituted analogs. 

Under the present conditions 0-' and 02' are the predominant precursor ions. Using 

Ge/MS it is possible to distinguish various substituted and unsubstituted isomeric 

P AH systems. With mass selection of the precursor ions using FTMS it is possible 

to elucidate some of the details of the reaction mechanisms and to facilitate 

differentiation of some of the isomeric systems. Bimolecular reaction rate constants 

and product branching ratios have been obtained using FTMS which reveal some 

interesting features for the reactions of 0-' with substituted naphthalenes. 
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8.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

The CI reactant ion, 0-·, was generated via dissociative electron capture by N20 

(see chapter 2, reaction 2.3). Reagent gas pressures varied slightly from system to 

system, but were approximately: N20=2.0x10.(j torr (N2 equivalent), PAR=5.0xlO.(j 

torr (N2 equivalent). 

For these mass selected CI studies, the appropriate reagent ion was isolated after 

initial formation using swept double resonance ejection pulses[B.7]. A delay of 20 

msec was introduced after ionization and prior to isolation to allow collisional cooling 

of the ions prior to reaction. During the trapping delay 0-· undergoes -21 collisions. 

This delay period also allows stray electrons trapped in the ICR cell after the 

ionization pulse to be attached by the reagent gas, thus eliminating interferences from 

electron-molecule reactions. Linear kinetic behavior (vide infra) for the decay of the 

parent ion indicates no stray electrons remained after this initial trapping delay. The 

chemical ionization reaction was then allowed to proceed for -50-200 ms followed 

by detection. 

In order to determine accurate rate constants it was necessary to accurately 

determine the number densities of the neutral reagents in the ICR cell. An initial 

correction is made by accounting for relative ion gauge sensitivities (RJ[B.B]. The 

system was calibrated by reaction B.1, which has a low pressure rate constant 

(previously determined by ICR) of 7.5xlO-ll cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 [B.9] (see also 

chapter 2, Table 2.1). The rate constant for reaction B.1 was determined in our 

instrument at a fixed pressure (equivalent to that used for the PAR reactions). This 
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indicated that our overall gauge correction factor was 1.9~ for gas x. Bimolecular 

rate constants for 0-' reactions were obtained from plots of In[Relative 0-' intensity] 

0-' + N. 0 ---... NO- + NO' 2 
(Rxn 8.1) 

vs. time using the above gauge corrections. The plots were linear for at least two half 

lives of the parent ion intensity. These results suggest the 0-' is translationally 

thermalized. The largest source of error in the rate constants arises from 

measurement of the absolute pressure in the ICR cell. Given these errors we have 

assigned limits of ±35% for the absolute accuracy of the reported rate constants. 

Relative rate constants for the systems described in this work are accurate to ± 10%. 

The gas chromatography/mass spectrometry experiments were performed on a 

Hewlett-Packard model 5988A GC/MS system with a model 5890 GC and an RTE-6 

data system. Separations were performed on a 12 meter 0.2 mm ID HP-1 column 

(cross linked methylsilicone, 0.33# film thickness) with helium carrier gas and a 

column head pressure of 7 psig. CI reagent gases (pure N20 and an 02/N20 

mixture) were added to the source to bring the total pressure (He carrier gas + CI 

reagent) to 0.18 torr. The ion source was operated at 1200 C and conditions were set 

N. 0 + e - --- ... 0-' + N. 2 2 

0-' + N. 0 ---... NO- + NO' 2 

NO- + Q ---... 0-' + NO' 2 2 

(Rxn 8.2) 
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to optimize the 0-' and 02." signals. 0-' was generated as above and 02." was 

generated by dissociative electron capture on the 02/N20 mixture, reaction sequence 

8.2 (also 2.6). Because no ion isolation is possible, small amounts of 0-' and NO- will 

also be present in the ion source. 
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8.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

8.3.1 Mass Selected CI of PAHs using FfMS: 

Table 8.1 shows the product branching ratios and bimolecular kinetics for the 

reactions of 0-· with benzene, naphthalene, and some substituted naphthalenes. 

Figure 8.1 shows a log plot of the decay of the parent ion as a function of time for 

the reaction of 0-· with 1-bromonaphthalene. It is clear from the linearity of the plot 

that stray electrons are not present in the trapping cell during the reaction period. 

Nascent 0-· generated upon dissociative electron capture by N20 has been shown to 

have -0.4 e V translational energy[8.9]. This plot also suggests the 0-· has reached 

thermal equilibrium before the reaction period. It is interesting to note that linear 

kinetic plots for an ion trap which uses static fields (DC electric fields and constant 

magnetic fields), like the ICR cell, often indicate equilibration with the background 

reagent gas such that the ion population has a Boltzmann distribution near room 

temperature. However, linear kinetic plots in an ion trapping device which employs 

active (AC) fields, like a quadrupole ion trap or quistor, only indicates equilibration 

of the ions with the applied field. Some studies have suggested that RF heating can 

drive average translational temperatures upward of 104 K with a distribution of 

translational energies which depends on the applied field[8.11]. However, more 

recent studies indicate ion temperatures in the presence of a bath gas may be on the 

order of 600K[8.11]. 



TABLE 8-1 
Summary of Kinetic and Product Data for the Reactions of 0·· with various PAHs 

NEUTRAL REAGENT 

Benzene 

Naphthalene 

PRODUCT ION 
[ASSUMED NEUTRAL(S)] 

OH- [C6H5] 

C6H.-· [H2O] 

C6H~O- [H] 

OH- [CIQHi] 

C.Jis-· [H20] 

C.Ji,O- [H] 

BRANCHING 
FRACTION 

0.13 

0.48 

0.39 

0.07 

0.34 

0.59 

2-Methylnaphthalene OH- [C.Ji,CHJ 0.08 

C.Ji~CH3-· [H20] 0.35 

C.Ji,CH- [OH] 0.24 

C.Ji6CH30- [H] 0.33 

kEXP kAOO REACTION 
cm3 molecule-I S-I cm' molecule-I S-I EFFICIENCY 

1.6 C.!0.5) x 10-9 2.1 X 10-9 0.76 

1.4 C!0.4) x 10-9 2.6 X 10-9 0.54 

3.0 C!1.0) X 10-9 3.3 X 10-9 0.91 

~ 

0\ 
-...l 



TABLE 8.1 - Continued 

PRODUCT ION BRANCHING kEXP kAOO REACTION 
NEUTRAL REAGENT [ASSUMED NEUTRAL(S» FRACTION cm3 molecule-I S-I cm3 molecule-I S-I EFFICIENCY 

1-Chloronaphthalene OH- [C IOH6CJ-] 0.09 2.6 (:!:0.7) X 10-9 3.5 X 10-9 0.75 

cr [C'OH,O"] 0.03 

(41r 0.03 

(56r 0.29 

(57r 0.14 

(82/84r 0.04 

C.Ji,O- [CI'] 0.05 

c.Ji!>cr- [H2O] 0.07 

C.Ji6Cr [OH] 0.08 

C.Ji6C1O- [H] 0.18 

2-Chloronaphthalene OH- [C'OH6CI] 0.02 2.0 (.:!:0.6) X 10-9 3.5 X 10-9 0.60 

cr [C.Ji,0 "] 0.08 

C.oH~- [CI] 0.13 

c.Ji!>cr- [H2O] 0.22 

C.Ji6Cr [OH] 0.09 

C.Ji6C1O- [H] 0.46 ~ 
0\ 
00 



TABLE 8.1 - Continued 

PRODUCT ION BRANCHING kEXP kADO REACTION 
NEUTRAL REAGENT [ASSUMED NEUTRAL(S)] FRACTION cm3 molecule"' Sol cm3 molecule"' sol EFFICIENCY 

1-Bromonaphthalene OH- [C.~Br] 0.02 1.4 (.:!:.0.8) X 10-9 3.5 X 10"9 0.40 

(56r 0.02 

(57r 0.01 

(59r 0.01 

Br- [C.Ji7O"] 0.90 

C.Ji6BrO- [H"] 0.04 

'"""" 0\ 
\0 
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In the gas phase, 0-' is observed to be a powerful nucleophile and its reactions 

with numerous functional groups have previously been reported[8.12-8.16]. From 

Table 8.1 it is clear that a wide variety of reaction pathways are available for 0-' with 

aromatic compounds. Benzene and naphthalene are found to react with 0-' via 

pathways (8.2)-(804). Spectra for these reactions are shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.3 

respectively. A plot of the temporal variation of the ion abundances for the reaction 

with naphthalene is shown in Figure 804. Interestingly, the relative abundances for 

0-' + C6H6 (C1cll12) -----+ OH- + C6HS (C1cllil) (Rxn 8.2) 

I 
---+ H20 + C6H4- (Clclll~) (Rxn 8.3) 

I 
---+ H' + C6HsO- (C1JluO -) (Rxn 804) 

hydrogen atom transfer, hydrogen atom displacement, and abstraction of Hi are the 

same within experimental error (±20 % absolute) for benzene and naphthalene. 

The reactions also proceed, within experimental error, with the same rate constant, 

1.3±OAxlO-1O cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 for benzene and 1.1 ±OAx10-1O cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 

for naphthalene[8.17]. 

Possible mechanisms for the reactions with benzene are shown in Scheme 8.1 (the 

reactions with naphthalene will be analogous). The hydrogen atom displacement 

reaction takes place via initial nucleophilic attack by 0-' at the ring. This forms a 

delocalized carbanion similar to the Meisenheimer intermediate observed in 

nucleophilic aromatic substitution reactions. This complex decomposes by a 
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homolytic bond cleavage initiated by the oxygen radical. Direct nucleophilic 

elimination of H- is endothermic, though reactions which involve direct nucleophilic 

elimination will be discussed later. A diagram of the relative energetics for the 

intermediates for the hydrogen atom displacement reaction are shown in Figure 8.5. 

Hydride elimination (within the collision complex) is energetically feasible, however 

an electron transfer from H- would be required to generate the final products. 

Although the barrier for this intermediate elimination (H-) is lower than the energy 

available to the collision complex, the radical fragmentation (H· loss) has a much 

lower energy barrier. The "barrier" to elimination of H- is similar to the entropic 

barriers present in gas phase SN2 and nucleophilic acyl substitution reactions which 

result in a decrease in the reaction rates. 

In general, the reactions of 2-methylnaphthalene are quite similar to those for 

naphthalene, with the exception of the deprotonation pathway for the methyl 

compound which is not obseIVed for the unsubstituted aromatics. Proton transfer 

from a ring position is endothermic (proton transfer from benzene to 0-· is 18 kcal 

mo}"1 endothermic and proton transfer from naphthalene is 12 kcal mol-I 

endothermic) although proton transfcr from an aryl al kyl group is cxothermic. 

Previous labelling studies of 0-· / alkylbenzene reactions have shown hydrogen atom 

displacement to occur at the ring positions while deprotonation occurs at the alkyl 

group. 

The halogenated naphthalenes react via similar pathways with additional products 

obscIVed which are generated by nuclcophilic attack of 0-· at the halogen bearing 
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carbon. The rate constants for the 1- and 2-chlorinated compounds are nearly 

identical (within experimental error), while 1-bromonaphthalene reacts considerably 

slower (Table 8.1). For the bromine case, displacement of Br- is by far the major 

reaction pathway. This would be expected for a nucleophilic aromatic substitution 

mechanism as Br- is a very good leaving group. For the chlorinated systems, cr is 

a minor product, in agreement with the reduced leaving group ability of cr. A 

mechanism for the nucleophilic substitution reactions is shown in Scheme 8.2. We 

have recently observed 0-· and 0i to react with halogenated benzenes via 

displacement of the halide[8.18]. The rate constants for this process are observed to 

correlate with the leaving group abilities of the halides. The rate constants for the 

fastest of these reactions, however, are relatively slow (0-· IIodobenzene proceeds at 

-29% of the collision frequency). These results as well as the results shown in Table 

8.1 are in sharp contrast to the condensed phase pulsed radiolysis results which have 

previously indicated 0-· reacts with aromatic compounds via electron transfer and not 

through nucleophilic mechanisms[8.19]. The hydrogen atom transfer reaction of 0-· 

with benzene and naphthalene are also proposed to proceed via initial nucleophilic 

attack on the aromatic ring. For the hydrogen atom transfer reactions with the 

unsubstituted systems, however, elimination of H- is endothermic. In condensed 

phase, elimination of the highly basic H- is not observed. This type of radical 

induced decomposition can also be invoked to account for the competitive formation 

(relative to direct nucleophilic displacement of Cn of Cl· and the naphthoxide anion 

in the reactions of the chI oro naphthalenes. 
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Formation of OH· and (M-Ht is observed in the chlorinated systems indicating 

proton transfer is occurring at the ring position. Transfer of an aromatic proton is 

rendered exothermic due to stabilization of the resulting carbanion by the chloride. 

The proton transfer reactions of the 1- and 2-chloronaphthalenes with 0-· imply 

upper limits on the heats of formation of the corresponding carbanions of dHC<I

Chloronaphthalenide) < 46±5 kcal motl and LlHC<2-Chloronaphthalenide) < 49±5 

kcal mol-I [8.20]. 

For l-chloronaphthalene (Figure 8.6a) there is a cluster of peaks at low mass 

(m/z=41, 56, 57, 82, 84). These are unusual and must come from some ring cleavage 

processes. We have not assigned structures or formulae to them because there are 

no simple mechanistic sequences which would generate these products. These 

reactions may be due to translationally excited 0-·. The linear kinetic behavior in 

these systems is supportive, but not conclusive, evidence that the reactant ions are 

thermalized. It is possible, however, that the ground and excited state reactant ions 

have the same reaction cross section within our experimental error (± 35% absolute). 

In any case, these peaks are useful in differentiating l-chloronaphthalene from 

2-chloronaphthalene, (Figure 8.6). 

One final point on the kinetic data in Table 8.1 is of interest. All of the 

substituted naphthalenes react faster than naphthalene. This is reasonable in light 

of the above discussion on the available reaction pathways for 0-·. The ring 

hydrogens are not very reactive and the presence of other sites on the molecule for 

nucleophilic substitution or deprotonation greatly enhances the molecules reactivity. 
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Attempts were made to investigate the reactivity of 0-' with anthracene and 

phenanthrene, but were not possible because of their low vapor pressures. We had 

expected anthracene would react analogously to benzene and naphthalene, while 

phenanthrene might show different kinetics and branching ratios due to its non-linear 

geometry. Any significant differences in branching ratios of the three possible 

reaction pathways (reactions 8.2-8.4) could be used for isomer differentiation. 

8.3.2 Ge/MS of PAHs: 

Table 8.2 shows the relative product ion intensities for a few PARs under 0-' and 

02" CI conditions. Note that because no ion isolation can be performed, more than 

one CI reagent ion is available to ionize the analyte. 

For the 1- and 2-chloronaphthalenes many of the products are similar to those 

observed in the reactions of 0-' with the chloronaphthalenes using FTMS. One 

striking difference is the dominant (M+20-2H)" peak at m/z=192,194 in the GC/MS 

for 2-chloronaphthalene. This product is the main ion for 2-chloronaphthalene under 

both CI conditions but is only a significant product for 1-chloronaphthalene under 

the 02/N20 conditions. Previous work on the NICI mass spectra of PAR isomers 

under oxidizing conditions has shown this type of product to be dominant, with 

quinone-type structures suggested[8.3,8.4]. The most intense ion in the NICI 

(02/N2/C02) spectrum of naphthalene also corresponds to (M+20-2H)" which is 

suggested to be 1,4-naphthaquinone[8.4]. It is not possible that this (M +30)" ion in 

the chloronaphthalene spectra arises from a sequence initiated by an ion-molecule 



TABLE 8.2 
Major Products of 0·' Chemical Ionization 

of Various PAHs by GC/MS 
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PAH REAGENT IONS MAJOR PRODUCT IONS· 

CI 

00 0·' I NO· 

@@"CI 00 0·' I NO· 

0·' I NO· 

CI 
0·' I NO· 

~CI 

~ 

1n/179 
160/162 

142 
158 

161/163 
1921194 

1921194 
1nl179 

142 
1601162 

178 
193 
208 

193 
176 
208 
1n 

2121214 
192 

2271229 

2121214 
2421244 

192 
2271229 

• Product ions listed in decreasing abundance 

: (M+O-H), 
: (M·2Hr 
: (M+O-HClr 
: (M+20-HCQ-
: (M-Hr 
: (M+20-2Hr 

: (M+20-2Hr 
: (M+O·H), 
: (M+O-HCI), 
: (M-2Hr 

: M" 
: (M+O-H)' 
: (M+20-2Hr 

: (M+O-H)' 
: (M-2H)' 
: (M+20-2Hr 
: (M-Hr 

: M' 
: (M+O-HCQ-
: (M+O-Hr 

: M' 
: (M+2Q.2Hr 
: (M+O-HClr 
: (M+O-Hr 



TABLE 8.2 - Continued 
Major Products of O~. Chemical Ionization 

of Various PAHS by GC/MS 
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PAH REAGENT IONS MAJOR PRODUCT IONS· 

el 

@@ O2' I 0·' 

©:§rei 00 O2' I 0·' 

02' I 0·' 

CI 
O2' I 0·' 

158 
192/194 
1771179 

1921194 
177/179 

158 

178 
193 
208 

193 
208 
176 
178 

212/214 
192 

2271229 

212/214 
242/244 

192 
2271229 

• Product Ions listed In decreasing abundance 

: (M+20-HCQ' 
: (M+20,2Hr 
: (M+O-Hr 

: (M+20-2H)' 
: (M+O,Hr 
: (M+20-HCI), 

: M' 
: (M+O-Hr 
: (M+20-2Hr 

: (M+O-H)' 
: (M+20-2Hr 
: (M-2H)' 
: (M-Hr 

: M' 
: (M+O-HCI), 
: (M+O-H)' 

: M' 
: (M+20-2H)' 
: (M+O,HCQ' 
: (M+O-H)" 
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reaction with the intact chloronaphthalene. The FfMS results indicate most of the 

ion-molecule reactions generate a product where the charge remains on the 

naphthalene (Table 8.1) and a second (ion-ion) reaction obviously cannot occur. 

Furthermore, the substituted naphthalene product anions are not observed to 

subsequently react with background N20 in the FfMS studies. Thus, no species 

containing two oxygen atoms are observed in the ion-molecule reaction studies. 

More likely, the reactions involve wall catalyzed processes to generate pre-oxidized 

species which are subsequently ionized by direct electron attachment or ion-molecule 

reactions[8.4]. However, PARs are observed to undergo direct oxidation in 02 at 

elevated temperatures to generate the corresponding quinones and anhydrides. 

Stemmler and Buchanan have carried out labelling studies which suggest wall

catalyzed processes are dominant in the production of these highly oxygenated 

species. The increase in the (M + 30)" ion for 1-chloronaphthalene in the presence 

of 02 may be due to increased concentrations of oxygen on the source walls. Figure 

8.7(a,b) shows NICI (02/N20) for 1- and 2-chloronaphthalene. Clear differences in 

the spectra allow these two isomers to be distinguished under the present conditions. 

NICI (02/N20) spectra for the 1- and 2-chloroanthracenes are shown in Figure 

8.8(a,b). The spectra are nearly identical as is also observed under pure N20 NICI. 

Virtually the only peak in the spectrum is the molecular anion which is due to the 

high electron affinities of the chloroanthracenes (-0.8 eV). Electron transfer from 

02" and NO- to the chloroanthracenes is exothermic whereas electron transfer from 

02" to the chloronaphthalenes is endothermic. The low intensity peaks «5%) 
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observed in the chloroanthracene spectra which correspond to oxidation products 

appear to have different intensities, but are not significant enough to be used for 

isomer differentiation. Direct electron attachment at high pressure and electron 

transfer, when exothermic, are both very efficient processes (k > 10-8 cm3 molecule-! 

sec-i) whereas wall catalyzed oxidation reactions are expected to be much less 

efficient[8.3]. This accounts for the huge predominance of the molecular anion in 

the chloroanthracene spectra. 

Figure 8.9 shows the 02/N20 NICI total ion chromatogram for an -Ill mixture 

of anthracene and phenanthrene along with the mass spectra for the isomers. The 

mass spectra are clearly different. Figure 8.10 shows extracted ion current profiles 

for the base peaks in each spectrum (Figure 8.9b,c) which allow the isomers to be 

differentiated. These results are in agreement with similar work by Stemmler and 

Buchanan. Interestingly, the oxidation products are similar in absolute ion intensity 

for both cases (see the m/z=193 and 208 ions in Figure 8.lOb and c) although the 

oxidation product is by far the most intense peak in the phenanthrene spectrum. 

However, the base peak in the anthracene spectrum, the molecular anion (m/z=178), 

is -20 times more intense than the base peak in the phenanthrene spectrum. This 

product arises via direct electron attachment by anthracene and electron transfer 

from NO- and 0i' to anthracene (anthracene has an electron affinity of 0.6 eV). 

These processes are not readily observed for phenanthrene which has a lower 

electron affinity (0.27 e V). This is further evidence of the obvious fact that electron 

transfer reactions and direct electron attachment are considerably more efficient than 
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Figure B.10 
(a) Extracted Ion Current Profile for mlz=178 
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wall catalyzed processes and when formation of the molecular anion is facile it will 

dominate the negative ion spectrum. 
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8.4 CONCLUSION 

0-· exhibits a wide variety of reaction pathways with benzene, naphthalene, and 

substituted naphthalenes, including: 1) hydrogen atom displacement, which takes 

place by a radical site initiated decomposition of an intermediate carbanion; (2) 

proton transfer, which is observed in cases where ring substituents can stabilize the 

product carbanion; (3) nucleophilic displacement of halides, in contrast to solution 

pulsed radiolysis studies which have suggested 0-· does not react as a nucleophile 

with aromatic compounds; and (4) abstraction of Hi. Benzene and naphthalene 

react via the same pathways with comparable rates and similar product branching 

ratios. The substituted systems react faster when alternative pathways to activation 

of ring hydrogens are present. 

Observation of the reactions of the chlorinated naphthalenes implies limits on the 

heats of formation for the corresponding carbanions, 8HC<1-CIClOH6)<46±5 kcal 

motI and 8HC<2-CIClOH6)<49±5 kcal mol-I. 

Using GC/MS with negative ion chemical ionization under oxidizing conditions 

allows differentiation of the 1- and 2-chloronaphthalenes as well as anthracene and 

phenanthrene. However, the 1- and 2-chloroanthracenes give nearly identical spectra 

under the present conditions, presumably due to their high electron affinities. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Energy Disposal in Gas Phase NUcleophilic Displacement Reactionst 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have probed the kinetics of gas 

phase nucleophilic substitution reactions in an effort to elucidate details of the 

potential energy surfaces for these processes[9.1-9.4]. In a recent study, Vande Linde 

and Hase carried out classical trajectory calculations for the chloride exchange 

reaction between Cl- and CH3Cl which indicate mode specific vibrational excitation 

of the reactant CH3Cl greatly enhances the reaction cross section[9.5]. Their work 

also indicated the reaction proceeds via a direct mechanism (as opposed to 

compound), where the vast majority of trajectories which are effective in overcoming 

the intermediate barrier in the reaction are those in which there is no long lived ion-

dipole complex on the entrance or exit channel. This chapter presents the results on 

the disposal of exothermicity into relative translational energy of the products for the 

reactions of F- with CH3Cl, C6HsCl, and CH3COCl determined using KEICR 

spectroscopy. The results show the SN2 reaction with CH3Cl proceeds with a large 

fraction of the exothermicity partitioned into relative translational energy of the 

products, suggesting there is no long lived ion-dipole complex on the exit channel. 

t Modified with additions from: VanOrden, S. L.; Pope, R. M.; Buckner, S. W. 
Org. Mass Spectrom. 1991, 26, 1003. 
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The C6HsCI and CH3COCl results do not deviate from a statistically modeled energy 

partitioning in the measurable energy regime. 
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9.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Both ICR cells (large: 2.75"x1.375"x1.375", elongated: 2.15"XO.75"XO.75") discussed 

in Chapter 2 were used over the course of these experiments giving similar results 

within experimental error. All curves obtained in this study were corrected for the 

difference in their respective applied (V T) and effective potentials(V 0)' (see Chapter 

2). For the large cell a=0.186, Vo=0.962VT and for the elongated cell a=0.0274, 

Vo =0.994VT• In order to alleviate problems from contact potentials on the trapping 

plates the trap electrodes were coated with 0.3z,t of gold via UHV vapor deposition. 

F- was generated by dissociative electron capture using NF3 using nominally 0.1 

eV electrons (see Chapter 2 and reaction (2.4». Reagent pressures were -lx10-s 

torr NF3 and -1.5-4x10-s torr chlorinated reagent (N2 equivalent). A 25 msec 

trapping delay was included after the electron beam event to allow ion thermalization 

and scavenging of stray electrons. F- was isolated after the thermalization period by 

swept double resonance ejection pulses. Subsequently, F- was allowed to interact 

with CH3CI during a 35 msec reaction period (100 msec for C6HsCI, 50 msec for 

CH3COCl). During this period the kinetic energy of the product Ct was determined. 

CH3Cl does not attach thermal energy electrons[9.6] and therefore cannot dissociate 

to form Ct. For the present work, the reaction was carried out at a series of 

trapping voltages, ranging from -O.3V to -2.0V, with the relative abundance of Cl

measured as a function of the potential (see Figure 2.5). During detection the 

trapping voltage was maintained at a large, constant value. This ensures no high 

kinetic energy ions can escape the trapping well during detection and no ion intensity 
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discrimination results from variations in the trapping field. As discussed in Chapter 

2 (eq. 2.16), the overall ion intensity as a function of the effective trapping voltage 

for an ion population with a distribution of kinetic energies is given by equation (9.1): 

E,sYo E/.rm.x) V 1 

F = E P(E,) + L (EO)"i P(E,) 
E,=O E(>Yo t 

(Eq 9.1) 

where V 0 is the effective trapping potential, P(Et) is the fraction of ions having 

kinetic energy El' and F is the fraction of the product ions trapped in the ICR cell 

during the reaction period. 

We compare the experimental ion-intensity profiles with theoretical distributions 

using the Safron model[9.7]. Since we measure relatively high translational energies 

( >300 me V ) the absolute error in the experimentally measurable regime will be 

significantly smaller than the error in the experimental results and phase space 

theory[9.8] is unnecessary. For our calculations we have used the dissociating ion-

dipole complex Cl-· .. RF (R = . CH3 and· C6HS) as the critical configuration for the 

energy partitioning in the reaction. Thus, the vibrational frequencies for the critical 

configuration should be very similar to those for the free fluorine containing molecule 

(the frequencies were taken from reference [9.9]). The total internal energy of the 

transition state corresponds to the reaction exothermicity (see reference [9.10] for 

thermochemical data). 



9.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

9.3.1 F" I CH3CI System: 
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Figure 9.1 shows the CI- intensity as a function of the effective trapping potential 

on the ICR cell for reaction (9.1). Also shown in the Figure is the theoretical 

distribution based on the statistical model with an arrow corresponding to the 

(Rxn 9.1) 

maximum translational energy of Cl" allowed based on thermochemical constraints. 

Relevant thermochemical information for reaction (9.1) and the F-/C6H sCI and F-I 

CH3COCI reactions (9.7 and 9.8 respectively) is listed in Table 9.1. The CI

generated in reaction (9.1) rapidly decreases in intensity as the trapping voltage on 

the ICR cell is decreased below 0.8 volts with the ion intensity decreasing nearly 

linearly as a function of the square root of the trapping potential below -0.7 volts. 

This indicates the Cl" product is highly translationally excited. The distribution has 

a small positive intercept, which may suggest that a small portion of the ion 

population has translational energies less than 0.3 eV (the lowest trapping voltage for 

which signal was obtainable),. however the error in our determination of the y

intercept in the plot is large enough to include the origin. Thus, from the uncertainty 

in our value for the y-intercept, we conclude that >80% of the Cl" products from 

reaction (9.1) have 0.8±0.15 eV of translational energy. From momentum and 

energy conservation, these results indicate that the majority of the CH3F products are 

generated with <6 kcal mol-! of excess internal excitation. 
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TABLE 9a 1 
Relevant Heats of Formation (eV)8 

i1H, 
Maximum cr 

kinetic energy!» 
CallowO<l by onwgy conlorvatlon) 

Reaction 9. 1 
F- CH3CI CH3F cr RXN 

0.78 
-2.58 -0.76 -2.58 -2.35 -1.58 

Reaction 9.7 
F- C6HsCI C6HSF cr RXN 

1.12 
-2.58 +0.56 -1.20 -2.35 -1.53 

.' 

Reaction 9.8 
F- CH3COCI CH3COF cr RXN 

1.19 
-2.58 -2.52 -4.60 -2.35 -1.86 

a) All thermochemical data from reference 9.10 
b) Maximum kinetic energy of cr = -~HRXH[mass(R-F)]/[mass(R-F) + mass(CI)] 8 
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It is clear that the experimental data for P-/CH3CI deviates significantly from the 

results expected based on the simple statistical model. More reaction exothermicity 

appears as translational energy of the products than is expected from statistical 

partitioning of energy into product internal modes. Large translational energy 

releases in gas phase reactions have previously been rationalized on the basis of 

repulsive potential energy surfaces, as in the reactions of barium atoms with hydrogen 

halides and fluorine atoms with alkenes[9.11]. Stereochemical work on gas phase SN2 

reactions indicates inversion of configuration with the mechanism proceeding through 

a five-coordinate carbon transition state[9.12]. The SN2 reaction coordinate is 

characterized by a tight transition state, as demonstrated by the inverse kinetic 

isotope effects observed by Bierbaum and coworkers[9.13]. Jorgensen and coworkers 

[9.14] have performed ab initio calculations of the highly exothermic OH-/CH3Cl 

reaction (L\HRXN = -209 kJ morl = -2.17e V) which indicate that the transition state lies 

very high in energy relative to the products. It is possible that the energy is 

statistically distributed at the critical configuration for the P-/CH3Cl reaction but the 

potential surface is repulsive, resulting in a translational energy release distribution 

which appears non-statistical. As the reaction proceeds through the five coordinate 

transition state, excitation of the modes which evolve into the umbrella mode (v2(al» 

and the C-P stretch (v3(al»[9.9] of the products might be expected. However, the 

experimental results suggest little excitation in these vibrations. If all of the available 

internal energy «6 kcal mol-I) were partitioned into the v2(a t ) mode of CH3P, this 
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would correspond to <2 quanta of energy, while <3 quanta could be deposited in the 

v3( al) mode of CH3F. 

The high translational energy release for the present reaction is unexpected when 

the proposed potential surface for the reaction is considered. Similar SN2 reactions 

have been theoretically calculated to have a double well potential along the minimum 

energy reaction path[9.15]. If the final ion-dipole complex (FCH3· .. Cr) were long

lived, the energy disposal could be controlled by the small centrifugal barrier on the 

exit channel. This would result in a small translational energy release. However, the 

theoretical work of Vande Linde and Hase[9.5] indicates that most of the trajectories 

which are successful at overcoming the intermediate barrier to reaction (for cn 
CH3Cl) proceed via a direct mechanism, Le., only 1 % of the successful trajectories 

emerge from long-lived complexes either of the ion-dipole potential wells. Also, 

classical trajectories for this reaction indicate that three or fewer vibrational modes 

participate in the intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution of the C.-· .. CH3Cl 

[9.5b]. These results suggest that reactants which overcome the intermediate barrier 

do not sample the ion-dipole complex which has been proposed to exist along the 

minimum energy reaction path at the exit channel. 

A simple model for the large translational energy release can be found in a 

comparison with photodissociation and dissociative electron capture studies of 

halomethanes. Previous studies of the reactions of hydrogen atoms with halogens, 

reaction (9.2), show a large fraction of the available reaction energy is released in 

translation. Similar observations have been made for the photo dissociation of the 
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halogens, reaction (9.3). The similarity between the kinetic energy and angular 

distributions for the products of these two processes has been rationalized on the 

H' + X ----+ HX + X' 2 

X2 + hv ----+ 2X' (X=F, el, Br) 

(Rxn 9.2) 

(Rxn 9.3) 

basis that both involve a transition state in which there is a node in the molecular 

orbital between the two halogen atoms[9.16]. This strongly antibonding interaction 

results in a direct dissociation with large kinetic energy release. A similar argument 

can be made for the present results. Reactions (9.4)-(9.6) show the related processes 

of nucleophilic activation, dissociative electron capture, and photodissociation for the 

(Rxn 9.4) 

(Rxn 9.5) 

CH3X + hv ----+ ·CH3 + X' (X=CI, Br, I) (Rxn 9.6) 

halomethanes. Reactions (9.5) and (9.6) have previously been shown to involve a 

large release of kinetic energy into the products[9.17,9.18]. For reaction (9.5), 

electron attachment occurs into an antibonding orbital localized on the halogen atom 

which results in a node in the molecular orbital between the carbon and halogen 

atoms. Reaction (9.6) involves population of an antibonding orbital by vertical 

excitation of a bonding electron. 
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For comparison, Figure 9.2 shows simple molecular orbitals for reaction (9.4), 

including the three resultant orbitals for the collision complex. The intermediate 

orbital is composed of a superposition of the two orbitals shown. The orbital of 

reactive interest involves an F-C bonding component and a C-Cl antibonding 

component. Figure 9.3 shows a state correlation diagram for the reaction[9.19]. The 

ground state products correlate with an electronically excited state of the reactants 

which contains a node between the C-Cl bond (the high-energy electron attachment 

process for CH3Cl is purely repulsive, reference (9.6». Hence, the nucleophilic 

displacement reaction results in a node in the orbital between the C and Cl atoms in 

collision complexes which generate products. This node is similar to those involved 

in reactions (9.5) and (9.6), and results in a large translational energy release. 

Nonstatistical behavior has recently been observed in two systems related to the 

F-/CH3Cl reaction. Using a reverse-geometry sector mass spectrometer, Graul and 

Bowers have measured the translational energy release for the unimolecular 

decomposition of Cl-(CH3Br), the metastable corresponding to the intermediate for 

the reaction of Cl- with CH3Br[9.20]. Their results indicate that a larger fraction of 

the internal energy of the nascent adduct is partitioned into vibrational excitation of 

the CH3Cl product than is statistically predicted by phase space. This would seem 

to contrast with our results, under the assumption that the reactions proceed via 

analogous mechanisms. It is interesting, however, that at the low pressures normally 

used in their ion source, the nascent adducts were found to have lifetimes :520,usec 

(the flight time from source to detector) and could not be detected. To obtain 
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sufficient adduct ion intensity to study the decomposition, the source pressure had 

to be increased to -0.1 torr, greatly enhancing third-body collisional stabilization. 

Attempts to form the metastable corresponding to the P-/CH3CI reaction 

intermediate were unsuccessful, even at the higher pressures[9.21], implying much 

shorter lifetimes. This extreme difficulty in forming this adduct species could be 

attributed to the much larger reaction exothermicity compared to the CI-/CH3Br 

reaction (1.S8e V vs. 0.1ge V). Another possibility is that both reactions are direct, not 

sampling the ion-dipole complex on the exit channel, but the much lower efficiency 

of the cn CH3Br reaction (0.019 vs. 0.91 for F"/CH3CI) [9.3(f)] allows the 

lIintermediatell to be collision ally cooled. Within this complex internal energy can 

redistribute, resulting in the nonstatistical distribution observed (decreased 

translational energy and increased vibrational energy). 

A second study showing nonstatistical energy partitioning, reported by Viggiano 

et ai., also involves the CI-/CH3Br (and CD3Br)[9.22]. They are able to measure the 

rate constant for the reaction as a function of <KEcm> and T separately, using a 

variable temperature-selected ion flow drift tube (SIFDT). Their results show a 

decrease in the rate constant with increasing temperature or kinetic energy of 

approximately TO.8 and <KEcm >-O·8. This is expected because the reaction is 

exothermic. However, at a fixed <KEcm> there is no dependence on temperature 

(and therefore vibrational energy). Taken together, these observations indicate a 

nonstatistical behavior, because of the specific energy dependence, although no 
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distinction between translational and vibrational partitioning is made. Similar results 

have also been obtained for the F/CH3X (X=Cl, Br, I) systems[9.23]. 

9.3.2 F- / C6HsCI System: 

The ion intensity profile, theoretical distribution, and maximum Cl- kinetic energy 

is shown in Figure 9.4 for reaction (9.7). Although experimental limitations prevent 

(Rxn 9.7) 

the low kinetic energy products to be distinguished, there is not a significant 

population of highly translationally excited products in this reaction. The available 

results agree with the statistical model. This result is expected based on recent 

studies of nucleophilic aromatic substitution reactions in the gas phase. Ingemann, 

et al.[9.3(c),9.24], have shown that alkoxide anions react with fluoroanisoles via 

nucleophilic attack at the fluorine-bearing carbon followed by elimination of F-, as 

shown in Scheme 9.1. However, the leaving group (F-) undergoes nucleophilic attack 

on the alkoxy groups and proton abstraction prior to decomposition of the ion-dipole 

complex. This indicates the ion-dipole complex on the exit channel is long-lived. 

Significant energy redistribution can occur within these long-lived complexes, and 

statistical partitioning of reaction exothermicity into product internal modes is 

expected. We have recently observed similar results in the reaction of 0-' with 

halobenzenes which suggest the existence of long-lived complexes prior to 

decomposition[9.25]. 
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9.3.3 F" / CH3COCI System: 

The ion intensity profile, theoretical distribution, and maximum Cl" kinetic energy 

for reaction 9.8 is shown in Figure 9.5. In the energy region we can measure, the 

(Rxn 9.8) 

energy release we observe follows the statistical model. Two possible reaction 

mechanisms can be proposed for the Cl- displacement. The first is the formation of 

a tetrahedral (carbon) intermediate, with the charge located on the oxygen, structure 

I. This can then decompose by loss of Cl" or return to products. Such a structure 

is expected to undergo energy redistribution, resulting in a statistical translational 

energy release. Brauman and coworkers have investigated the nucleophilic 

displacement reactions of various carbonyl compounds and propose a double well 

potential with a tetrahedral intermediate[9.26). Blake and Jorgensen have recently 

performed ab initio calculations on the symmetric nucleophilic displacement reactions 

of CI"ICHCOCI and CI"ICH3COCI[9.4(Q). At the highest level of calculation, their 

results indicate that both reactions proceed through a planar tetrahedral intermediate, 

with initial attack along the C-H or C-CH3 bonds. For the CHOCI case the reaction 

coordinate is calculated to have a triple well potential, but the CH3COCI reaction 

coordinate is a double well as Brauman proposes. A second mechanism that would 
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result in ct displacement is an E2 mechanism depicted in Scheme 9.2. The F-

abstracts a proton from the methyl, resulting in concerted formation of ketene and 

ct elimination. This mechanism would also result in a statistical distribution of CI

kinetic energies. To investigate the possibility of this mechanism we performed the 

F-/CD3COCI reaction, and found an isotope effect of kH/kD=1.2, Figure 9.6. This 

relatively small isotope effect suggests that, at least to a small extent, the E2 

mechanism is operative. In the studies by Brauman, which were performed at higher 

reagent gas pressures (10-5-10-3 torr), small amounts of FHF- and FHCI- (from P- + 

CH3COF/CH3COCI respectively) were also observed. These products can only be 

due to an E2 type mechanism. 
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